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in 2016 after
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Defendant Hilton representatives described the timeshare as a real estate investment which
would provide Plaintiff with vacations anywhere in the world.
2.

Banks relied on the representations made by Hilton staff, including claims that the

timeshare would increase in value over time, generate a profit for Plaintiff, and was only
available at that price for just a single day.
Sales Presentation
3.

Before he could view the contract terms, Plaintiff sat through an almost 6-hour

presentation that Hilton staff had initially promised would only last 1-hour.
4.

Plaintiff was told this offer would only be available that day, so Plaintiff was not given

the time or opportunity to fully understand and consider the terms of the offer.
Contract Signing
5.

Plaintiff’s contract was summarized to him by a non-lawyer Hilton employee, avoiding

explanation of important contract terms.
6.

The signing process took up less than 10 minutes of the nearly 6-hour presentation,

during which Defendant Hilton staff promised Plaintiff that he was investing in deeded real
property, which are in practical terms, just points, not real estate.
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Points Use
7.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiff he would be able to use this timeshare “anywhere

around the world,” and he only needed 30 days in advance to reserve, or less but it might cost a
bit more.
8.

Plaintiff felt pressured by Defendant Hilton staff members who pushed him to purchase

more points than he thought he needed in order to obtain “bonus” points.
9.

Specifically, Hilton representatives told Plaintiff that, with his timeshare, he would be

vacationing in New Zealand, Miami, Las Vegas, and Colorado.
Points Value
10.

Plaintiff later discovered that the timeshare he purchased did not have the value that was

promised when he tried to book a trip to Miami.
11.

Even with all his points, Plaintiff was unable to book his trip to Miami due to a lack of

availability at Defendant Hilton’s resorts.
12.

Plaintiff has been completely prevented from making any use of the timeshare due to the

impossibility of booking vacations in the way promised by Defendant Hilton.
Refinancing the Debt
13.

Hilton representatives sold this to Plaintiff with the promise that it would be possible to

have the debt refinanced by Plaintiff’s home bank.
14.

Plaintiff was told this after clearly informing Defendant Hilton’s staff that he was dealing

with credit problems.
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15.

Plaintiff later discovered representations by Hilton staff concerning refinancing after

signing were false, as Plaintiff’s bank cannot refinance this timeshare debt obligation.
16.

Due to the inability to refinance for a lower interest rate as promised by Hilton staff at the

point-of-sale, Plaintiff now has more credit problems.
Not Real Property
17.

Hilton representatives described the timeshare as an “ownership” opportunity which

would serve as a “financial investment” in “deeded property” with value that would “go up” over
time.
18.

Plaintiff was told by Hilton staff that he would “make money” from his timeshare

investment, because the “deeded property” is in Las Vegas and would be easy to sell.
19.

Plaintiff relied on the statements made directly to him by Hilton staff at the point-of-sale

promising this would be a profitable financial investment.
POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
20.

Plaintiff was not provided a Public Offering Statement or the time to review any such

statement prior to the sales discussions with Hilton staff, nor prior to the contract signing.
21.

Hilton staff failed to review the Rescission clause with the Plaintiff.

Successor Liability
22.

Hilton representatives failed to inform Plaintiff that signing the contract could result in

passing debt on to his family members (successors in interest) after Plaintiff’s death, specifically
his aging mother (no children and no siblings) under the lines of succession.
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23.

Hilton staff convinced Plaintiff this was a valuable real estate asset, leaving him unaware

that the timeshare is only made up of obligations (i.e. debt).
24.

Plaintiff was not given any information prior to signing that would indicate the Contract

could bind his family members (mother) with perpetually increasing debt.
25.

Plaintiffs would not have signed if the successor liability term of the contract had been

disclosed, as Plaintiff would not have knowingly created financial liability for his aging mother.
Cost per Use
26.

Plaintiff pays $467 per month toward the timeshare mortgage, with $867 due annually in

maintenance fees. To date, Plaintiff has been completely prevented from taking any vacations
with his timeshare.
27.

This amounts to roughly $60,000 in 10 years for a timeshare that cannot be used due to

Defendant Hilton’s lack of availability and cannot be sold because it has no resale value.
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David Bartholomew
1.

David Bartholomew (collectively, “Bartholomew” or “Plaintiff”) entered into a contract

in 2015, after being ordered by a court to remove his ex-wife’s name from the timeshare, when
Defendant Hilton told him it was his only option besides paying off the balance in full.
2.

Bartholomew believed these Hilton representatives who had also described the timeshare

as an “investment” that would be easy to sell in the future for a profit and served as a valuable
asset for his family.
Sales Presentation
3.

Plaintiff had to sit through a presentation that took several hours before he could view

and sign the contract.
4.

Though Plaintiff was clear when he told the Hilton representatives that he only needed to

remove the name of his wife pursuant to a divorce agreement, representatives for Defendant
Hilton insisted that signing a new contract and taking on additional timeshare debt was his only
option.
Contract Signing
5.

Plaintiff’s de-facto legal advisor during the signing was the Hilton courier whom he met

at a Panera restaurant. Defendant Hilton’s employee advised Plaintiff to sign a legal document
knowing Plaintiff likely did not understand the terms and what this deal entailed and certainly,
without disclosing that signing a new timeshare contract was completely unnecessary.
6.

Plaintiff was told he would own a piece of property in Hawaii that could be easily sold

for more than what he paid.
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Maintenance Fees
7.

Plaintiff was never told the maintenance fees, now over $3,000 annually, would

continuously increase year after year.
Points Use
8.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiff he would be an elite member with more points for

better vacation options.
9.

Hilton representatives did not tell Plaintiff about restrictions that make actual use of the

points excessively difficult.
Points Value
10.

Plaintiff has learned his points only amount to 2-weeks’ worth of vacation per year.

11.

Plaintiff pays more for the vacationing than he otherwise would due to the low value of

points.
Not Real Property
12.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiff he “owned a little piece of property in Hawaii,”

wherein he does not and fee simple ownership may not ever be available in this Hawaii property.
13.

Plaintiff was told the timeshare could easily be sold for more than what Plaintiff paid.

14.

Plaintiff’s reliance on representations made by Hilton’s staff led him to believe this

would be a valuable investment in real estate.
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POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
15.

Hilton staff did not give Plaintiff any Public Offering Statement or time to review such

statement prior to discussions about how Plaintiff could remove his ex-wife’s name, nor prior to
the contract signing.
Successor Liability
16.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs they “could pass it on” to their children and put the

timeshare into their Will. Plaintiffs were advised to “make sure” to put the timeshare in their
Will to properly give it to the kids.
17.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiff he could list the timeshare as an “asset” in his Will.

18.

Due to the statements made by Defendant Hilton’s staff at the point of sale, Plaintiff

believed this would be a valuable investment in real estate, and was not aware it only constituted
debt owed to Hilton.
19.

Plaintiff was not informed this timeshare Contract would automatically bind his children

and future generations of his family to ever-increasing maintenance fees due to the “successors”
clause.
20.

Plaintiff would not have signed if he Hilton staff had told him about the successor

liability written into the contract.
Cost per Use
21.

Plaintiff’s annual maintenance fees alone cost him over $3,123 per year, but only amount

to 2-weeks’ vacation.
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22.

This amounts to about $223 per night, or on the grand scale, roughly $30,000 in fees and

with over $80,000 in high-interest mortgages, totaling over 10 years at over $100,000 to stay a
little less than 2-weeks per year.
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Daniel & Frances Brantley
1.

Daniel (82) and Frances (82) Brantley (collectively, “the Brantleys” or “Plaintiffs”) were

told their 2003 timeshare purchase was an investment in deeded property with profitable resale
value and affordable vacationing with multiple different resort companies.
2.

The Brantleys, who have three children and five grandchildren, were sold by Hilton

staff’s claim that the timeshare was an “asset” that would financially benefit the Brantleys’
“estate” and their family.
Sales Presentation
3.

The Brantleys spent hours at a sales presentation run by what they believed to be a first-

class resort.
4.

Plaintiffs were in awe of the high-quality resort and locale where Defendant Hilton held

the sales event, so Plaintiffs truly believed the representations made by Defendant Hilton’s staff
during the presentation.
5.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs signing be a “wonderful investment” in a “deed” that

provides vacations “all over the world.”
Contract Signing
6.

Defendant Hilton had one of its own non-lawyer representatives summarize the contract

for Plaintiffs, without granting any time for Plaintiffs to review the contract alone.
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Maintenance Fees
7.

Plaintiffs were not told their maintenance fees would last forever or increase over time,

and these annual fees have more than doubled since the purchase.
Points Use
8.

Defendant Hilton’s representatives told Plaintiffs that the included trades that would

allow use of the timeshare points at different resort companies around the world.
9.

Plaintiffs were not informed that was a different membership that required payment of

additional annual fees in order to maintain access to worldwide resorts described at the point-ofsale.
10.

Although there was an introductory use time, Plaintiff would have been required to pay

more unknown fees, so it expired.
Points Value
11.

Defendant’s failure to provide free trades for worldwide and other US resort companies,

prevented Plaintiffs from taking the vacations Defendant Hilton representatives said would be
included in their purchase.
12.

Plaintiffs have been forced to abandon vacation plans due to lack of availability, and now

age is a factor.
13.

The inability to use the timeshare in the way described by Defendant Hilton has resulted

in Plaintiffs using with this $25,000 “investment” about 30 days (Plaintiffs’ estimate) in their
fifteen years of ownership.
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Not Real Property
14.

Plaintiffs signed with the belief that the timeshare purchase was a “deeded deal” which

could later be sold easily.
15.

Hilton representatives at the point-of-sale emphasized that this was going to be a real

estate investment with long-term value, however, in 2018 this 82 year old couple (both 82)
cannot cash-in on their equity, nor their appreciation, nor their original investment, because in
2018 it is known by Plaintiffs, what Defendant knew all along, that this timeshare worthless has
no positive market value.
POS– Improper Disclosures
16.

Plaintiffs were not given any Public Offering Statement or time to review such a lengthy

statement prior to discussions with Hilton sales representatives, nor prior to the contract signing.
Successor Liability
17.

Hilton representatives described the timeshare to Plaintiffs as valuable real property their

children “could” inherit.
18.

Plaintiffs were told their ownership interest would increase in value over time, but

Defendant Hilton’s staff omitted the perpetually increasing nature of the maintenance fees, so
Plaintiffs signed believing this was a beneficial “asset” for their estate.
19.

Plaintiffs were not informed about the effect the “successors” clause of the Contract

would have on their children and future generations of their family.
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20.

Plaintiffs state that they absolutely would not have signed if they were informed about

this familial debt that is a central aspect of the contract at the point-of-sale.
Cost per Use
21.

Plaintiffs have paid around $50,000 (high-interest caused a credit union personal loan to

pay off Hilton) to use points for what they think is, at most, 30 days of vacation (about 4 weeks)
over 15 years of paying for this timeshare including maintenance fees (risen from $500 range to
$1200 range), or about $12,000 per week.
22.

This amounts to about $1,700 per night for average room accommodations that, at age

82, the Brantleys are no longer even able to use, so it’s just 50,000 paid for a Fraud contract of
no utility to them, other than to be compensated for the harm caused by Defendant Hilton.
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Joel & Ashley Cascio
1.

Joel and Ashley Cascio (collectively, “the Cascios” or “Plaintiffs”) entered into this

contract in 2016 after being told this was a sound “investment” in valuable “real estate” which
guaranteed 2 weeks per year in a 2-bedroom, anytime, through Defendant Hilton.
2.

The Cascios have three children and believed it when Hilton representatives claimed this

would be a wise investment due to the timeshare’s value for family vacationing, and after
appreciation, market resale.
Sales Presentation
3.

The Cascios (hereinafter “Plaintiffs”) endured an almost 6-hour presentation before

signing the contract.
4.

Plaintiffs noticed their sales representative had been a patron at the bar the Plaintiffs

visited the night before. The sales representative gained Plaintiffs’ trust by pointing out this
happy coincidence and assuring the couple that she was going to make the process very “easy”
for Plaintiffs.
Contract Signing
5.

Plaintiffs had the contract summarized for them by a “Finance Officer” Hilton employee.

Hilton representatives told them they would be buying enough points to travel for multiple weeks
every year.
6.

Plaintiffs were told that they would never have to pay for a hotel again and could travel

anytime, so long as they became owners.
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Maintenance Fees
7.

Plaintiffs were never informed at all, that there would be over $800 due every year in

maintenance fees.
Points Use
8.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs that their points were equivalent in value to 2-weeks,

or 3 long weekends, per year in a 2-bedroom, anytime they desired.
9.

Specifically, the Plaintiffs were told that 1-week stays in a studio would only cost 2,500

points.
10.

Hilton staff also represented that they had added 5,000 points for the first 2 years as a

signing bonus (i.e. an extra 4 weeks for free).
Points Value
11.

Plaintiffs did not discover the actual value of the points until they tried to book a vacation

to Palm Springs.
12.

With all their points, Plaintiffs still did not have enough points for more than a single

weekend at their desired destination, contrary to what they had been told by Hilton staff at the
time of purchase.
13.

To date with attempting to book vacations as promised, compared to the high costs and

low quality of accommodations available, have completely prevented Plaintiffs from making any
use of the timeshare.
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Quality of Room Assigned
14.

Hilton representatives discussed Plaintiffs’ previous vacations and claimed it would be

cheaper to book the same type of stays as Hilton owners.
15.

The accommodations made available to Plaintiffs after purchase were significantly below

the quality represented at the point-of-sale by Hilton staff. Plaintiffs had no way to book stays in
the types of locations described by Hilton representatives.
Not Real Property
16.

Plaintiffs had the timeshare described to them by Hilton representatives as “real property”

that would become more valuable “as the area grew.”
17.

Hilton staff at the point-of-sale made it clear to Plaintiffs that it would be easy to “turn

around and sell it” because the timeshare was an “investment” similar to “owning land.”
18.

Plaintiffs relied on the representations made by Hilton staff, which led them to believe

this was a valuable real estate investment.
POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
19.

Plaintiffs were not given any Public Offering Statement or time to review such statement

prior to discussions with Hilton sales representatives regarding the timeshare, nor prior to the
contract signing with time to review it contents.
20.

Hilton staff did not go over the Rescission clause with the Plaintiff, and further said there

was “no grace period” for this transaction.
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Successor Liability
21.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs they “could pass it on” to their children and put the

timeshare into their Will. Plaintiffs were advised to “make sure” to put the timeshare in their
Will to properly give it to the kids.
22.

Because Defendant Hilton’s staff told them, repeatedly, that the Hilton interest was

valuable and appreciating, Plaintiffs were convinced it was an asset, and did not know it was
only obligations (i.e. debt).
23.

Plaintiffs had no idea this timeshare Contract would automatically bind their children and

future generations of their family to perpetually increasing maintenance fees under the
“successors” clause.
24.

Plaintiffs would not have signed if this vital contract term for successor liability had been

disclosed at the point-of-sale.
Cost per Use
25.

The points cost Plaintiffs about $4,000 per year, but when attempting to book they found

can only be used for up to 6 days of vacation.
26.

This amounts to about $666 per night, or on the grand scale, roughly $40,000 in 10 years,

to stay less than 1-week per year in subpar accommodations (see 14 above).
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Michael Collier & Julie Kiley
1.

Michael Collier and Julie Kiley (collectively, “the Colliers” or “Plaintiffs”) entered into

this contract in 2018 after Defendant Hilton’s representatives described it as a purchase of “real
estate” which would guarantee weeks of vacationing and serve as a valuable “legacy” for the
Colliers’ family.
2.

The Colliers have four children and two grandchildren whom Hilton staff specifically

referenced during the sales presentation as the future beneficiaries of real property with resale
value.
Sales Presentation
3.

The Colliers were shuttled by the resort to a separate location and held captive for a

nearly 6-hour sales presentation with Hilton staff before being persuaded to sign a contract to
end the ordeal and return to their vacation.
4.

Halfway through the sales presentation, the Defendant’s sales representative told the

Plaintiffs they needed their passports, which was back at their hotel room. A Defendant’s
representative drove the Plaintiffs to their hotel room to get their passports and then drove them
back to the presentation.
5.

Plaintiffs’ sales representative claimed to own three (3) timeshares as a profitable

business, reinforcing this was Hilton’s Management, forming Plaintiffs’ believe in
representations that the timeshare was a sound investment.
6.

Three different Hilton sales representative reassured Plaintiffs that everything that was

said during the presentation was accurate and true and if they declined the offer, which was
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strictly a one time promotion available that day only, the offer would just have been given to the
next person.
Contract Signing
7.

Defendant Hilton had a non-lawyer representative summarize the contract terms for

Plaintiffs, leaving out important details concerning central contract terms.
8.

The Plaintiffs raised concerns 3 times during the presentation about not committing to

anything until they consults with a lawyer or some other professional.
9.

A second non-lawyer Hilton representative was introduced as Plaintiffs’ attorney during

the contract signing and this individual reiterated statements made by Hilton sales
representatives.
10.

Plaintiffs were told they would not have to pay fees during their first year of ownership.

Maintenance Fees
11.

Contrary to what they were repeatedly told by Defendant Hilton’s representatives at the

point-of-sale, Plaintiffs were billed for the first year’s maintenance fees after signing.
Points Use
12.

Plaintiffs had the timeshare described to them by Hilton representatives as equivalent in

value to 2-weeks of vacationing at any time, without any restrictions with regard to length of
individual bookings.
13.

Specifically, the Plaintiffs were told by Hilton staff, including its Management that they

could book single-day stays for the day before and after taking a cruise.
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14.

Hilton staff also claimed they would add bonus points which could be friends and family

could easily use, but only if Plaintiffs signed that day.
Points Value
15.

Plaintiffs did not learn the actual value of the points until attempts to spend points on the

vacations described by Hilton staff proved impossible.
16.

Even with their signing bonuses, Plaintiffs were prevented from booking the single-day

stays before and after cruises because Defendant Hilton did not allow use of points for stays less
than 3-days.
17.

Hilton staff assured them ease of access and flexibility in bookings worldwide. To date,

Plaintiffs have been completely prevented from taking the vacations promised due to the low
valuation of the points, extra costs and associated restrictions.
Quality of Room Assigned
18.

Hilton representatives discussed Plaintiffs’ previous vacations and claimed it would be

cheaper to book the same type of stays as Hilton owners.
19.

The accommodations made available to Plaintiffs after purchase were significantly below

the quality represented at the point-of-sale by Hilton staff. Plaintiffs had no way to book stays in
the types of locations described by Hilton representatives.
Not Real Property
20.

Hilton representatives spent time describing how Plaintiffs “can utilize the property” and

how Plaintiffs’ “property will go up in value.”
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21.

Plaintiffs were told renting out their timeshare interest was profitable and could offset

their costs.
22.

Plaintiffs relied on the many representations made by Hilton staff that this was a valuable

investment in real property that would increase in value over time.
23.

Plaintiffs later discovered that Hilton timeshare interests like theirs were listed for sale at

only $1 on eBay and still not selling.
Resale – Hilton Buyback Program
24.

Hilton staff and Management told the Plaintiffs that they had a Buyback Program to buy

the timeshare back if they ever wanted to sell, and Hilton would pay the Plaintiffs the full cost
they paid at the purchase, at least, and possibly more because it was stated by the Hilton reps that
Hilton interest are always increasing in value.
25.

Plaintiffs later discovered that these promises of value made to them were false. Hilton

staff then tried to get the Plaintiffs, who wanted to get out, to pay off the interest to be eligible to
sell it, however, it is clearly known that there is no value (see 20 above) showing such statements
were made to procure more monies upon false claims.
POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
26.

Plaintiffs were not provided adequate opportunity to review and understand any Public

Offering Statement prior to discussions with Hilton sales representatives, nor prior to the contract
signing.
27.

Hilton staff did not fully disclose the Rescission clause of the Contract, so Plaintiffs’ later

attempts to cancel were ignored as untimely.
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Successor Liability
28.

Plaintiffs were told this investment would constitute a valuable “legacy” which would

benefit their family for generations.
29.

Because Defendant Hilton’s representatives had repeatedly stated this was a wise

investment in valuable and appreciating property, Plaintiffs understood the timeshare to be an
asset and were not aware it was only a debt obligation.
30.

Plaintiffs were not informed the “successors” clause of the Contract would automatically

bind their children and grandchildren with ever-increasing maintenance fees.
31.

Plaintiffs would not have signed if this fundamental clause had been mentioned by Hilton

staff at the point-of-sale.
Cost per Use
32.

The points with inherent high-interest and rising fees, will cost Plaintiffs roughly $35,000

over 10 years and they have no use (zero bookings) thus far.
33.

Even if the Plaintiffs receive one week per year in the future, which is not likely based on

the booking limitations (valuation) and restrictions and availability faced (see 8-15 above), that
still is $3500 per week of basic accommodations at average destinations.
34.

And if the Plaintiffs herein face such future booking limitations as other Plaintiffs to this

lawsuit (who have attempted bookings for years and can only get a booking for every third year),
this would be about $10,000 for a single booking.
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Robert & Marie Crichlow
1.

Robert (80) and Marie (60) Crichlow (collectively, “the Crichlows” or “Plaintiffs”)

entered into a contract with Defendant Hilton in 2016 after representatives told them they would
“own a piece of the Hilton” with value as an investment and would easily travel anywhere in the
world.
2.

The Crichlows believed the timeshare would increase in value over time, would take

them all over the world, and could be rented out profitably due to the statements made by Hilton
staff.
Sales Presentation
3.

The Crichlows (hereinafter “Plaintiffs”) had a nearly 3-hour sales presentation before the

contract signing.
4.

Plaintiffs declined the high-pressure offers made by Hilton staff several times, but were

persuaded to sign after Hilton representatives claimed Plaintiffs could easily “sell it” if the
timeshare became unwanted.
Contract Signing
5.

A non-lawyer Hilton representative very rapidly summarized the contract for Plaintiffs in

less than 10-minutes, leaving out extremely important terms (such as use rights and obligations)
which later had significant effects upon Plaintiffs.
6.

Plaintiffs were not given any opportunity to read the contract on their own.
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7.

Defendant Hilton’s staff told Plaintiffs they would be investing in Hilton resorts, a

company “ranked highly in the stock market,” and would have an asset that friends and family
could use to easily and affordably travel all over the world.
Maintenance Fees
8.

Plaintiffs were surprised by the initial bill received after signing, because Hilton staff had

never informed Plaintiffs that $1,200 would be due from them every year for maintenance fees.
Points Use
9.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs that their purchase would grant them at least 1-week

annually at a resort of their choice anytime they wanted to book at, “anywhere, all over the
world” and specifically discussing Scotland, New York, and Florida destinations, but in
practice, Plaintiffs tried to book Palm Springs and Florida and have found the timeshare is
useless except for off-season in Vegas, which is exactly what Plaintiff told Hilton reps they did
not want.
10.

Plaintiffs were told their points were flexible, easy to use, and could be profitably rented

to non-owners.
11.

Defendant Hilton’s representatives even told Plaintiffs that vacationing would be

“basically free” with all of the “savings” this timeshare would generate.
12.

Hilton staff also told Plaintiffs that 100,000 points would be included as a signing bonus.

Points Value
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13.

Plaintiffs later encountered significant difficulty when making reservations due to the

point undervaluation, booking restrictions and annual fees, all known by, but not disclosed by
Defendant Hilton at the point-of-sale.
14.

With all their points, Plaintiffs are still unable to book their desired destinations in the

way that Hilton staff specifically promised they could.
15.

The high costs and lack of availability have prevented Plaintiffs from using the timeshare

on the vacations to Florida promised at the contract signing.
Not Real Property
16.

Hilton representatives described the timeshare to Plaintiffs as a “business investment”

with such value that Plaintiffs would “always be in the positive.”
17.

Plaintiffs believed it when Hilton staff claimed profits would be made from both renting

and/or selling the timeshare.
18.

Plaintiffs later discovered that re-sale is not a possibility, with the market inundated by

timeshares not selling for a single dollar.
Value
19.

Plaintiffs were told this was a profitable that they could use it a couple years and then sell,

and because it will only go up in value over the years it will always be in the positive, recalling
the quote by Hilton staff, “you can’t make a bad mistake on a good investment.”
20.

Plaintiffs were promised bonus points that could be spread out and were sufficient enough

for 4 to 5 years of vacations.
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Public Offering Statement
21.

Plaintiffs had no opportunity to review a Public Offering Statement, as none was

provided to them by Defendant Hilton, so they had to proceed with the sales presentation and
contract signing unaware of the actual offer terms and unaware of the POS disclosures intended
for consumer protection purposes.
Successor Liability
22.

Hilton representatives did not mention to Plaintiffs any information regarding what

would happen to the timeshare if Plaintiffs passed away.
23.

During the course of the 10-minute contract signing, the non-lawyer Hilton representative

that summarized the contract for Plaintiffs failed to disclose that the “successors” clause in the
Contract would automatically bind Plaintiffs’ children and future generations of their family with
timeshare debt.
24.

Plaintiffs have many children and grandchildren, giving them many reasons why they

would never have signed the Contract if this term had been disclosed by Hilton staff at the pointof-sale.
Cost per Use
25.

Plaintiffs were not informed that, for their annual 1-week timeshare vacation, it would

cost them over $600 per month in mortgage payments and at least $1,200 in annual maintenance
fees.
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26.

This amounts to $1,242 per night, or about $85,000 in 10 years after including high-

interest and rising fees, only to struggle with low availability and booking restrictions for their
single week of room accommodations annually (see 9-15 above).
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Michael & Grace Cruz
1.

Michael and Grace Cruz (hereinafter “Plaintiffs”) entered into their contract with

Defendant Hilton in 2017 after representatives claimed this was “property ownership,” not a
timeshare, attainable for a very low price.
2.

Plaintiffs only signed when Defendant Hilton’s representatives claimed the purchase was

investment in real property which would grant vacations in exotic locations worldwide.
Sales Presentation
3.

Defendant Hilton’s representatives at the sales presentation pressured Plaintiffs for an

over 6-hour session, continuing even when Plaintiffs clearly stated that Mrs. Cruz was not
working at that time and that they could not afford and were not interested in purchasing a
timeshare.
4.

When Plaintiffs described previous negative experiences with timeshares, representatives

for Defendant Hilton claimed the purchase was “not a timeshare” and was instead “property
ownership.”
5.

After Plaintiffs declined the initial timeshare offers and were told this was an offer to buy

“a piece of property,” Defendant Hilton’s representative offered a “bottom price” of only $2,000
in order to cause Plaintiffs to agree to the purchase.
Contract Signing
6.

The summary of the contract given to Plaintiffs by Defendant Hilton’s representative was

so inadequate that Plaintiffs were not even aware the actual purchase price was over $12,000,
being told the credit card that Hilton staff set up for them paid the full purchase price ($2000);
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however, it was intentionally charged by Hilton staff for just a down payment, and thereby an
unauthorized wire charge. Wire Fraud under 18 USC 1343.
7.

Defendant Hilton’s staff told Plaintiffs they would be investing in Hilton resorts, a

company “ranked highly in the stock market,” and would have an asset that friends and family
could use to easily and affordably travel all over the world.
8.

Plaintiffs were told to call the Hilton representative after the signing if they had any

questions, though later attempts to do so were futile.
Maintenance Fees
9.

Plaintiffs were surprised by the initial bill received after signing, because Hilton staff had

never informed Plaintiffs that there were any extra fees, let alone an annual fee of $1,200 for
maintenance fees.
Points Use
10.

Defendant Hilton’s representative claimed Plaintiffs would be able to use their timeshare

for travel to locations like Bora Bora and Tahiti.
11.

Plaintiffs interest as owners would allow them to rent it out for substantial income, as

claimed by sales representatives for Defendant Hilton.
Points Value
12.

Plaintiffs have never been able to make use of the timeshare for vacationing, due to the

unexpectedly high costs and restrictions that Defendant Hilton’s staff never mentioned at the
point-of-sale.
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13.

Plaintiffs later discovered it was not even possible to use their timeshare for one year

unless they were to “borrow” from the next year’s points.
14.

Plaintiffs were going to buy real property which could be leveraged for vacations around

the world for the bargain price of $2,000, according to Defendant Hilton’s staff, yet all of this
was later proved false.
Not Real Property
15.

Plaintiffs were told this was not a timeshare and had multiple properties shown to them

by Hilton representatives over the course of the presentation.
16.

Plaintiffs believed it when Hilton staff said it would be a purchase of property which

could be rented.
17.

Plaintiffs discovered afterwards that they had not, in fact, purchased property and were

instead obligated to pay over $10,000 more than what was discussed at the presentation, plus
another $1,200 in annual fees (subject to increases), all which was not disclosed to Plaintiffs at
the point-of-sale.
Statutory Rescission
18.

There was no verbal Rescission review, but after the sale upon inquiry to get out they

were advised by Hilton staff to pay-off the mortgage and then Hilton would work with them to
for a resale.
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Public Offering Statement
19.

Plaintiffs were not given a Public Offering Statement prior to the sales discussions with

Defendant Hilton’s representatives, nor prior to the contract signing.
Successor Liability
20.

Defendant Hilton’s staff told Plaintiffs this was the sale of a “deed” to property that could

be “willed” to their children, instead of “timeshares” which last “only a certain amount of time.”
21.

Plaintiffs were led to believe this was an investment in “valuable property” that they had

a choice to give to their children.
22.

At no point did the representatives for Defendant Hilton disclose to Plaintiffs that debt

would automatically pass to their children under the “successors” liability clause of the Contract.
23.

Had the “successors” clause of the Contract been disclosed to Plaintiffs at the point-of-

sale, the contract would not have been signed.
Cost per Use
24.

Plaintiffs believed the total purchase price was only $2,000 dollars at the time of signing

because of the representations made by Defendant Hilton’s staff.
25.

The actual purchase price was over $10,000 more than expected, which amounts to about

$30,000 for 10 years of high interest and rising fees for an obligation which is not in fact real
property and has never been used by Plaintiffs for vacationing.
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26. Assuming the Plaintiffs could save enough points (and can find availability) to book 1 week
of accommodations for next year, that would be 1 use in 3 years, or 3 in the $30,000 10-year
span (see 25 above), or about $10,000 per week.
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Julia Fairbanks
1.

Julia Fairbanks (hereinafter “Plaintiff”) entered into her initial Contract with Defendant

Hilton in June 2018 after representatives promised she would always have a room in New York.
Plaintiff entered into an Upgrade Contract in August 2018 after representatives claimed it would
be the only way to get what she was promised during her initial purchase.
2.

After the June purchase, Plaintiff tried to book stay in New York, but the only possible

booking available was in 2 different hotel rooms over 2 nights. While staying at the hotel,
Plaintiff was invited to attend an owner’s event with Hilton representatives to learn how to
effectively use her points.
Owner’s Update Meeting
3.

The “Update” event was in actuality an “Upgrade” sales meeting that lasted about

5 hours.
4.

When Plaintiff told representatives that she could not use the timeshare as promised, the

representative told the Plaintiff she could not stay in New York unless she purchased the upgrade
required for New York accommodations.
5.

Plaintiff was told there was a new property, and was promised the new resort, “The

Quin” at Central Park that would be opening in 2019.
Contract Signing
6.

Even though the sales presentation took 5 hours, the contract signing process took only

20 minutes at the Plaintiff’s home (the only exception to rapid in-house signings amongst all the
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Plaintiffs herein). The representative did not explain anything to Plaintiff. The Representative
just told Plaintiff where to sign.
7.

Plaintiff signed the Contract without having the opportunity to review the terms because

the Hilton representative claimed there was a big hurry to get back to his office. It is unknown
whether the Plaintiff received copies of all the papers that were hurriedly signed.
Multiple Fees
8.

Plaintiff had paid the maintenance fees for the purchase in June 2018. After the upgrade,

she received another maintenance fee bill for $1000.00, thus double billing for the same
timeshare, as Upgrades are actually novation contracts that subsume the prior Contract.
Points Use
9.

Defendant Hilton’s representative claimed Plaintiff would always have a place to stay in

Manhattan, even if she ran out of points. Plaintiff would be able to get additional points, free
beverages, free breakfasts, and concierge service throughout her stay (all untrue).
10.

Plaintiff was told she would have opportunities to vacation up to 14 days per year with

her points, which was untrue, and the Hilton representative never told her about any restrictions
or lack of availability.
11.

Hilton Staff told the Plaintiff she could stay in places like Aruba and would not have to

worry about peak or holidays seasons because she’d be a Hilton “owner” with privileges.
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Points Value
12.

Even after purchasing the upgrade, there were no availability and Plaintiff could not book

the vacations that she was promised. Plaintiff even had difficulty booking a single stay in New
York, which was the sole purpose for purchasing the upgrade.
13.

Plaintiff later learned she could not get anything as promised with her points.

14.

Plaintiff had to cash in all of her points, including bonus points, and pay out of pocket,

just for a 4-night stay in New York and the amenities were not at all what Plaintiff was told, as
the hotel was completely deteriorating and the free breakfasts were inedible.
15.

During her stay at a Times Square Hilton, the Plaintiff had to pay extra money for

amenities even though she was an Owner. The staff at the Hilton hotel told the Plaintiff they
were a separate company and did not comp anything. Plaintiff could not get a car service for her
luggage. The Hilton hotel staff told Plaintiff to just walk through Times Square with her luggage.
Investment/Resale
16.

Hilton’s sales representative described the timeshare to Plaintiff as a long-term

“investment” that could be sold at anytime because it would be “easy to sell” and she could go
through Hilton to sell it.
17.

The representative told the Plaintiff the timeshare was highly sought after, and people

would always want to buy it.
18.

The representative told the Plaintiff the timeshare would definitely increase in value

because of the Manhattan location and new properties that were being built.
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19.

The representative also told the Plaintiff she could sell the timeshare back to Hilton (a

“Deedback” with money paid to Plaintiff). When Plaintiff called to inquire about it, she was told
she was not “eligible”.
Buyback
20.

Plaintiff later contacted Hilton and was told they could not help her sell or buyback the

timeshare.
Real Property
21.

The representative told the Plaintiff she would have a “Deed” and would own “real

estate”, however, the Quasi-Deed does not sell property, it only gives a right to “points” which
are highly restricted and nothing at all like real estate ownership.
Statutory Rescission
22.

Hilton’s representative did not disclose the rescission period to Plaintiff.

Public Offering Statement
23.

Plaintiff has no recollection of receiving a Public Offering Statement prior to the sales

discussions with Defendant Hilton’s representatives, nor prior to the contract signing.
Successor Liability
24.

Defendant Hilton’s staff told Plaintiff she could pass on the timeshare and leave it to any

heir she chose in her Will.
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25.

The representative explained to Plaintiff the timeshare would secure vacations for her

family in the future and had the option to leave to anyone.
26.

At no point did the representatives for Defendant Hilton disclose to Plaintiff that debt

would automatically transfer to those same family members under the “successors” liability
clause of the Contract.
27.

Had the “successors” clause of the Contract been disclosed to the Plaintiff at the point-of-

sale, the contract would not have been signed.
Cost per Use
28.

With a high-interest mortgage of $20,000 plus rising maintenance fees and other fees, the

timeshare will cost Plaintiff roughly $60,000 over 10 years.
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Verna & Tyrone Gibson
1.

Verna (72) and Tyrone (61) Gibson (collectively, “the Gibsons” or “Plaintiffs”) entered

into a novation Contract in 2018 after being told by Hilton’s sales staff that it was the only way
for them to protect their existing Hilton timeshare interest out of Foreclosure status.
2.

The Gibsons’ daughter had missed payments on her own separate Hilton timeshare

interest that was claimed by Defendant to be heading to Foreclosure.
3.

Plaintiffs were concerned and called Hilton, and Hilton staff assured them Plaintiffs very

specifically that the Plaintiffs’ Hilton interest was completely “separate”.
4.

And since the Plaintiffs’ investment in their Hilton interest was totally separate, it was

safe, despite their daughter’s Foreclosure, which was confirmed by Defendant’s staff.
5.

However, unbeknownst to Plaintiffs, Defendant Hilton was already planning an Upgrade

strategy to take away the “separate” assurance and make up a scheme to join the two interests
and give the illusion of Foreclosing the parents’ interest (Plaintiffs herein) because of the
Daughter’s Foreclosure without any fathom of legal connectivity.
6.

This [false] claim of being legally joined in a Foreclosure, was the very fear of the

Plaintiffs, and that was used to extort further monies from the Plaintiffs through a second
[novation] contract.
7.

Tragically, a very unfortunate event (a Stroke) happened to Mrs. Gibson, that one would

think anyone of common decency would respect, but that only deterred Hilton from executing its
fake foreclosure upgrade scheme, for just a few days.
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8.

Several days later, Plaintiffs received a call from a Hilton representative and was told

they needed a review meeting to check on their account.
9.

However, Hilton representatives now claimed that their daughter’s default would result in

the Foreclosure of the Gibsons’ Hilton timeshare unless a new contract was signed.
Sales Presentation
10.

Verna Gibson suffered a Stroke which required hospitalization shortly after arriving at

the Hilton for that vacation, but without concern for the Plaintiffs’ health or well-being,
Defendant Hilton still went forward with its Foreclosure fabrication causing immense (and
entirely unnecessary) trauma and stress that were fabricated to extort monies in collusion with a
third-party entity (a Trustee) forming RICO Act implications.
11.

Hilton staff knew Mrs. Gibson had suffered a life-threatening Stroke, but just three days

later Hilton subjected Plaintiffs to an almost 6-hour sales presentation while Plaintiffs’ children
had to be separated away in the hotel room, causing additional stress to the highly disturbing
Foreclosure crisis.
Contract Signing
12.

Plaintiffs, while still recovering from the trauma of the Stroke Mrs. Gibson suffered just

days prior (with physical/medical manifestation present), had the contract terms summarized for
them by a non-lawyer Hilton representative, however, the basis of the Contract was a total
fabrication of Foreclosure law in coupling two completely and legally distinct interests,
evidencing Defendant Hilton’s total disregard for Bodily Harm/Human Life, in its Pursuit of
Profits.
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13.

The Plaintiffs told Hilton representatives that an increase in cost could not exceed $100

per month. This would go from $507 (the current payment) to a maximum of $607 per month
under the new Contract. And, this would allow them to continue vacationing and avoid the
Foreclosure of the Plaintiffs’ interest. The Plaintiffs confirmed a multiplicity of times that it was
$607 per month total, but they were later billed over $1,100 with the claim of approximately
$500 from the original timeshare, plus over $600 for the upgrade).
Maintenance Fees
14.

Plaintiffs were assured their payment would only go up $100 per month, and they were

never informed that signing would more than double their annual debt obligation in terms of
maintenance fees.
Foreclosure Fabrication
15.

Plaintiffs motivation changed in the meeting to determine whether their daughter’s

default was going to have any effect on the Plaintiffs’ Hilton interest.
16.

During the presentation, Defendant Hilton’s representatives (non-lawyers) warned

Plaintiffs about Foreclosure law and that failure to sign the new Contract would result in a
“Foreclosure” to their (Parents’/Plaintiffs’) interest and would also result in “credit damage” to
the Plaintiffs due to their daughter’s default (the fact that This separate contract was ignored).
17.

Plaintiffs asked to pay the full amount due on the daughter’s interest, but Hilton staff

(non-lawyers) claimed it was impossible under Foreclosure law, which is entirely contrary to
lawful foreclosure procedures (right to cure or reinstatement). Defendant knew that there was no
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lawful Foreclosure right that ever existed on Mr. & Mrs. Gibson’s interest, because it was current
and timely paid as agreed account (Plaintiff’s Hilton account).
Points Use
18.

Hilton staff said bonus points would be added, but Plaintiffs’ total debt (mortgage

payments) would only increase from roughly $6,000 per year to $7,200 ($1,200 more per year),
and precisely this was discussed as going from $507 to $607 per month.
19.

The bonus points would allow more vacationing and were included as an enticement with

the new Contract, as Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs later discovered that
expensive additional payments were required in order to make use of their signing bonus points.
Points Value
20.

Plaintiffs made it clear to Hilton reps that they were on a fixed income and could not

take on any further debt (beyond the agreed $100/mo). The additional cost was not $100 per
month but turned out to be about double.
POS– Improper Disclosures
21.

Hilton staff did not give Plaintiffs any Public Offering Statement or time to review such

statement prior to discussions with Hilton sales representatives regarding the timeshare, nor prior
to the contract signing with time to review it contents.
Successor Liability
22.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs they “could” put the timeshare interest into a Will

and described it as positive asset for Plaintiffs’ children.
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23.

Because Hilton staff claimed Plaintiffs would lose their timeshare interest unless they

entered into this Contract, Plaintiffs believed signing it was the only way to secure the interest on
which they had already spent so much and had planned to be an inheritance asset.
24.

Plaintiffs were never informed this timeshare Contract would result in debt being passed

on to their 7 children and 1 grandchild automatically upon their demise.
25.

Hilton staff failed to disclose the “successors” clause of the Contract to Plaintiffs that

bound those very same “Children” (jointly & severally) to financial obligations, as opposed to
choices to leave an asset to a child.
Cost per Use
26.

Plaintiffs’ Contract with Hilton increased to about $14,000 per year (not the $7,200 they

were promised at the point-of-sale to be a cap on mortgage payments).
27.

Plaintiffs have been unable to make use of the timeshare due to the extraordinary cost and

declining health, while this timeshare is going to cost them roughly $150,000 over a 10-year
mortgage period with high-interest and rising maintenance fees and other costs. And, if they used
a week every year (well more than most Plaintiffs herein) that would still be $15,000 per week
which is about 1000% higher than normal online a room rate at the same type of facilities. In
broad terms, this is about $200 per day to the general public online, versus $2,000 per day as a
Hilton owner.
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Denico & Denain Green
1.

Denico and Denain Green (collectively, “the Greens” or “Plaintiffs”) signed this 2015

upgrade contract after Hilton representatives said the timeshare was an “investment” in “limited
Las Vegas property” which would be used to secure vacations to Italy.
2.

The Greens have five children and a grandchild, which made them vulnerable to Hilton

representatives’ claims of family vacations to Europe, rental profits, and resale value.
Sales Presentation
3.

The Greens spent nearly 3 hours at and “Owners Meeting” (sales presentation) on the

busy final day of their vacation in order to receive advisement on use as promised in the 2013
sale, to receive some credits, and the Owners meeting attendance was necessitated because they
couldn’t use their points for which they had paid $24,000.
4.

Plaintiffs listened as their sales represented described her own personal trips to Europe

and how cheap it would be to take those same vacations with Plaintiffs’ points.
Contract Signing
5.

Plaintiffs had the contract terms summarized for them by a “Finance Officer” Hilton

representative. This Hilton employee never provided an opportunity for Plaintiffs to read the
contract.
6.

Plaintiffs were told their purchase made their timeshare interest more usable and flexible,

with Hilton representatives claiming Plaintiffs “couldn’t enjoy” their timeshare unless they
upgraded.
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Maintenance Fees
7.

Plaintiffs were specifically told that maintenance fees would “not go up for quite some

time,” after which there was the “least probability” of maintenance fees increasing. Hilton
representatives never mentioned the fees could and probably would increase annually and
substantially.
8.

Annual maintenance fees have increased by 50% since Plaintiffs signed the contract just

three years ago, and discovered more recently.
Points Use
9.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs that their purchase guaranteed access to prime

locations at any time because of the additional points.
10.

Plaintiffs were told to get an American Express credit card because they could get reward

and it would be easier to book, which they later learned was untrue.
11.

Plaintiffs would be able to profitably rent out their points to non-owners, Hilton

representatives claimed, with nearby Daytona Beach providing an opportunity to “make a lot of
money.”
12.

Plaintiffs were told their points would build up over time because Defendant Hilton

would roll one year’s points over into the next year. Plaintiffs were not told additional fees were
required for points to “rollover,” losing points they had bought as a result.
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Points Valuation
13.

Plaintiffs learned their points did not have the promised value when they later

unsuccessfully tried to book the trip to Europe described at the point-of-sale.
14.

Even after spending thousands, Plaintiffs did not have enough points to book the prime

locations Hilton representatives had promised.
15.

Plaintiffs later discovered undisclosed membership and trade fees when trying to make

use of the timeshare.
16.

Plaintiffs have never been able to profit from renting in the way described by Hilton

representatives, they cannot ever book for themselves properly and there is no points left for
Daytona beach rentals, or their own room accommodations.
Not Real Property
17.

Hilton representatives described the contract as an “investment” opportunity with

“increased value in the future.”
18.

Plaintiffs were told their timeshare could be easily sold and that it was an “asset” that

people were interested in buying.
19.

Plaintiffs believed the representations made by Hilton staff, resulting in the belief that

Plaintiffs were buying into an “investment for the children,” and would not have knowingly
obligated them for generations to come.
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POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
20.

Hilton representatives failed to provide Plaintiffs with a Public Offering Statement and

the time to review such statement prior to Hilton sales representatives’ discussions, nor prior to
the contract signing.
21.

Hilton staff never informed Plaintiffs there was a Rescission clause. When Plaintiffs later

informed Defendant Hilton they were having problems, Hilton representatives recommended
“refinancing,” which is an absolutely deceptive advisement, because lenders and banks do not
finance loans based upon a timeshare as security, for which there is no value.
Successor Liability
22.

Plaintiffs were told the timeshare could be “passed down to the kids” but only after it is

fully “paid off,” which is a false and self-serving restriction.
23.

Hilton staff stated multiple times the timeshare was valuable property which would

increase in value, generate rental profits (to pay fees and the mortgage in those years of non-use),
and maintain resale value, and this gained the Plaintiffs’ agreement with the misconception they
were buying an asset and not solely obligations (debt).
24.

Plaintiffs signed with no idea the “successors” clause of the Contract would automatically

pass debt on to their children in the form of perpetually increasing maintenance fees.
Cost per Use
25.

Plaintiffs are billed about $7,000 per year for the points.
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26.

At one week per year, this amounts to about $1,000 per night, or on the grand scale,

roughly $70,000 in 10 years, to settle for less than prime vacation destinations (see 11 above).
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Sonia Gryske
1.

Sonia Gryske (hereinafter, “Gryske” or “Plaintiff”) is an 84 year old lady who is

charming, but is also a person with profound memory care conditions that are apparent, yet she
was made to sign legal documents with financial obligations, done without notification or
signature from her son (POA), her Lawyer or a Guardian. She signed her Contract in 2017 with
Defendant Hilton after being told it would grant herself and her family extended stays at 5-star
Hilton resorts everywhere in the US and internationally.
2.

Gryske believed Hilton staff’s claims that this offer was only available the day of the

presentation or she would deny her family not only the enjoyment, but also the thousands of
dollars saved if she didn’t buy immediately, leading the Plaintiff to enter into the Contract with
the belief she was purchasing a valuable asset for her family at a discounted price.
Sales Presentation
3.

Plaintiff, who is in her 80’s, was subjected to endure a nearly 4-hour presentation before

being abruptly told to sign the Contract. Such a long and highly stressful process heavily wore
down this elderly lady and she ends up gasping for breaths when pressured, where capitulation is
really more a self-protective act of survival.
4.

The Hilton sales representatives, knowing Plaintiff was having memory difficulties

throughout the 4-hours of conversation, impressed upon her the repeated idea that Plaintiff had to
sign immediately in order to secure trips for her and for her children to the “Marbrisa Hilton”
location and specified new locations under construction and other properties including an
existing Hilton Carlsbad, CA resort.
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Contract Signing
5.

After 4 hours of sales-oriented activity, Defendant had the Plaintiff sign the Contract

(containing all the legal rights, duties and obligations within a huge amount of paperwork), in
less than 10 minutes without having an opportunity to adequately review any of the terms.
6.

Hilton representatives told her the purchase would secure week-long trips to 5-star Hilton

hotels in locations like Paris, France, as well as the California destinations she sought for her
entire family.
Maintenance Fees
7.

Plaintiff was never informed that maintenance fees would last forever, or that they could

perpetually increase over time.
Points Use
8.

Hilton staff told Plaintiff that her point purchase was equivalent to 1-week at an

international 5-star hotel.
9.

Hilton staff emphasized that this was something Plaintiff and her children would be able

to use together at Hilton’s finest resorts and hotels both here and abroad.
Points Value
10.

Because the Defendant Hilton’s staff manipulated her, Plaintiff did not appreciate the true

costs at the point-of-sale, and later discovered that the actual cost of her points far exceeded her
ability to use them.
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11.

Even with the points she bought, Plaintiff cannot use the timeshare and finds herself

unable to escape from the annual payment of timeshare debt in the form of maintenance fees.
12.

To date with attempting to book vacations as promised, the high costs and low quality of

accommodations available when the compared to sale’s promises, are sub-standard and far from
the 5-star luxury hotels that were promised, and such deficiencies and extra costs have
completely prevented the Plaintiff from making any use of the timeshare.
13.

The “Marbrisa Hilton” week-long booking turned out to be only enough points to book a

weekend (2 nights) and the week at the Paris Hilton was most certainly never possible.
14.

Another key feature was Sonia Gryske’s children could use her week now and once paid,

for free in the future.
15.

Such statements about her children’s benefit from use were central to the representative’s

ability to manipulate the Plaintiff’s good will and love of family.
16.

Although the Plaintiff was repeatedly promised a 5-star Hilton vacation anywhere in the

world for 1 week every year with preferential owner treatment and amenities, it was later
discovered as untrue.
POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
17.

Plaintiff was not given any time to review a Public Offering Statement prior to

discussions with Hilton staff regarding the timeshare, nor prior to the contract signing.
18.

Hilton staff did not explain the Rescission clause or the fact that rescission of the contract

would not be possible beyond the statutory term written in the Contract.
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Successor Liability
19.

Hilton representatives had described the timeshare to Plaintiff as something her “kids

could use” which was used to persuade her to sign a large agreement in about 10 minutes that
was entirely different duties & obligations than the Hilton staff had spent about 4 hours
discussing in detail.
20.

Plaintiff had been repeatedly told this was a “valuable asset” which would cover US and

international Hilton accommodations for her and her family, so she signed believing this was a
form of property investment and not just a debt obligation.
21.

Hilton staff did not inform Plaintiff that her children would be automatically bound to

payment of perpetually increasing maintenance fees under the “successors” clause of the
Contract.
22.

Plaintiff would not have entered into this contract if the successor liability term, which

was known by Hilton to be in its own Contract, had been disclosed by Hilton at the point-of-sale.
Recollection; Capacity
23.

Although the Plaintiff has acute memory of certain events, others like the price for

example, completely elude her.
24.

Plaintiff cannot remember how much she put down, the payment made last month, the

loan amount or even when she did all this, yet without her POA, a lawyer, or a GAL she was
contracted.
25.

Beyond genuine issues of Capacity to contract at all, Hilton’s conduct evidences

predatory abuse of a Senior over 80 years old with memory care issues.
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Rick Hammel & Joni Brands
1.

Rick Hammel and Joni Brands (collectively, “the Hammels” or “Plaintiffs”) entered into

this contract in 2015 after Hilton representatives promised family vacations to Europe using
timeshare points.
2.

The Hammels have three adult children and had been prior Hilton rewards members, so

Hilton representatives’ claims of worldwide travel possibilities were appealing and accepted as
truthful.
Sales Presentation
3.

The Hammels (hereinafter “Plaintiffs”) spent over 3 hours (possibly near 4 hours) at the

sales presentation portion before the actual explanation and signing of Contract selling the
interest along with all the obligations and restrictions that are involved, which only took Hilton’s
closer (a purported loan officer) a few minutes.
4.

Plaintiffs thought Hilton had a good reputation, believing statements made by Hilton staff

that the offer would was a tremendous deal and only available that day.
Contract Signing
5.

Defendant Hilton’s “Loan Officer” summarized the contract terms for Plaintiffs while

explaining away the fact that thousands of dollars had been added to the required down payment
between the sales discussions and the signing.
6.

Plaintiffs were extremely confused about what exactly purchasing “points” meant, with

Hilton representatives describing the timeshare as made up of both points and a deed to real
property in Las Vegas.
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Annual Fees Misrepresentation
7.

An increase to the cost came up at the Plaintiffs’ signing where it was noticed that an

over $800 charge existed for a fee that was not mentioned in the presentation, but the Plaintiffs
were then led to believe by Hilton staff (Loan Officer & Notary, K. Anponacci) that this was a
one-time fee. Plaintiffs were never informed that over $800 in maintenance fees would be due
annually, or that such fees could increase.
Points Use
8.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs that their points were equivalent in value to 1-week

per year with all three of their adult children, anytime Plaintiffs desired.
9.

Hilton representatives specifically described properties in Italy and tropical islands as the

types of locations and accommodation size and quality where Plaintiffs would stay for 1-week
per year with their whole family.
Points Value
10.

Plaintiffs later discovered the low value of the points when trying to book a trip with their

family.
11.

After spending thousands of dollars towards the timeshare, Plaintiffs had barely enough

points to stay together for a weekend (2 days) in a Las Vegas studio.
12.

The impossibility of booking vacations as promised, in combination with the high costs,

have completely prevented Plaintiffs from using the timeshare in any way.
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Not Real Property
13.

Plaintiffs had the timeshare described to them as a “deed to Vegas property” with value

that would “continue to rise” because of the “hot market.”
14.

Plaintiffs relied on these statements which resulted in their belief that this was going to be

an investment in real property that would directly benefit their family.
POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
15.

Plaintiffs were not given the time to review the contents of any Public Offering Statement

provided prior to timeshare discussions with Hilton sales representatives, nor prior to the contract
signing.
16.

Hilton staff did not review the Rescission clause with the Plaintiff at the point-of-sale,

including the rapid contract signing, and at after that date, Hilton staff went on to suggest a
“resale” company with an upfront fee required without disclosure that the interest was a actually
a negative value (Hilton points are commonly not worth $1.00 on the open market when they are
paid-in-full), because here, there is a $13,000 mortgage.
Successor Liability
17.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs they “can” or “could” place this valuable interest in

their “Will” to give to their children, with emphasis on the claim that these timeshares would
soon “sell out” and go up dramatically in value. Plaintiffs were advised to sign immediately in
order to secure this asset for their family.
18.

Plaintiffs were repeatedly told this would benefit their entire family, so they became

convinced this was a property asset, not some form of debt obligation
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19.

Plaintiffs were never informed this timeshare Contract would automatically bind their

children and future generations of their family to ever-increasing maintenance fees due to the
“successors” clause.
20.

Plaintiffs only agreed because they believed this would benefit their family and never

would have signed had Hilton staff disclosed this fundamental term of the contract.
Cost per Use
21.

Plaintiffs paid over $6000 down and now pay $1,600 every year for their points and

nearly $900 in increasing fees (started at $820), so about $2500 per year, but they are completely
frustrated and prevented from taking the actual vacations they were promised by Hilton staff at
the point-of-sale.
22.

Since the track record of actual use due to limitations not disclosed by Hilton staff (with

active misrepresentations to the contrary) is 3-days per year in a small Las Vegas studio, this
amounts significant effort and big restrictions to get about 30 days in 10 years.
23.

Per 10 years plus the down, this is roughly $30,000 for 30 days, or put another way, two

parents and their family with three adult children in a Las Vegas studio for: $1,000 per night.
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Melinda Heichel & Kelly Lomsdalen
1.

Melinda Heichel and Kelly Lomsdalen (collectively, “Plaintiffs”) entered into this

contract in late 2017 after Hilton representatives claimed the membership would make it
“cheaper to travel” and the Hilton property had exceptional “resale value”.
2.

Plaintiffs have six children and five grandchildren, so they were receptive to Hilton

staff’s claims of value for family vacationing, renting, and reselling.
Sales Presentation
3.

Plaintiffs had a nearly 6-hour Hilton sales presentation before signing the Contract. Other

representatives and managers came by an said they couldn’t believe what a tremendous deal they
had; one said was excited for them.
4.

Even after Plaintiff cited health and financial issues as the reason for declining Hilton

representatives’ initial offers, Hilton staff maintained pressure and refused to take “no” for an
answer.
Rental Income
5.

Plaintiffs were told it would be cheaper to travel, easy to book accommodations, and in

the years not using it, rent it out or sell the points to pay a lot of their costs.
6.

The rental was supposed to be substantial money to offset the costs of ownership over the

years.
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Maintenance Fees
7.

Hilton staff never informed Plaintiffs that the annual maintenance fees of over $800

could increase every year, and it was never discussed that generations to come would have
successorship financial obligations.
Points Use
8.

Hilton representatives did tell Plaintiffs that their timeshare would provide free travel

every year.
9.

Specifically, Plaintiffs were told that their purchase points would cover vacations to

Disneyland and Hawaii.
10.

Hilton staff also claimed to have added bonus points as well as a significant discount

(after a series of offers) to the normal price of a Hilton interest, where Plaintiffs are being told
that this was a valuable vacation and investment purchase.
Points Value
11.

Plaintiffs later learned Hilton staff’s travel promises were untrue when they tried booking

a Honeymoon vacation for their daughter.
12.

Even after spending thousands on points and purchasing same-day to obtain “bonus”

points, Plaintiffs were unable to secure the Hawaii and Disney vacations promised at the pointof-sale.
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13.

To date, because of the high cost of the points compared to the inferior accommodations

available, Plaintiffs have been completely prevented from making any use of their timeshare
interest.
Quality of Locations Available
14.

With their daughter’s Honeymoon fully in mind, Plaintiffs only signed after Defendant

Hilton’s representatives promised specified locations/hotels and accommodations in Hawaii and
at Disneyland.
15.

The accommodations actually made available to Plaintiffs when they tried to book were

significantly below the quality described by Hilton staff at the point-of-sale. Plaintiffs are
prevented from and cannot book the stays at the locations represented by Hilton staff during the
sales discussions.
Not Real Property
16.

Hilton staff told Plaintiffs that it would be possible to profitably sell the Hilton deeded

real estate with its Hilton membership points.
17.

Plaintiffs recently discovered there are no buyers interested in Plaintiffs’ timeshare,

contrary to the statements made by Defendant Hilton’s representatives.
18.

Plaintiffs had thought it was worth thousands and spent $1,800 to list the timeshare for

sale, resulting in a grand total of zero offers.
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Contract Signing
19.

A non-lawyer Hilton representative summarized the contract terms for Plaintiffs.

Plaintiffs were told the timeshare would secure affordable family vacations to Disneyland and
Hawaii.
20.

The Plaintiffs sat through high speed short interpretive statements after 5 hours of

wearing them down where the Plaintiffs were convinced they were buying not only great
vacation access, but also a valuable market resale asset (the Hilton deeded interest) with a builtin income source (rental) that would offset the costs.
21.

The closer had a stack of pages and she interpreted extremely rapidly, and said sign or

initial here, and rapidly flipped another page.
Denial of Counsel
22.

Plaintiff asked if he should have an Attorney with them, but the representative

immediately replied “no” and that it was “all pretty standard stuff”.
23.

Had a Lawyer reviewed this Contract, and compared it to representations made to the

clients, there never would have been a signing, thus the representative lied about known harsh
and one-sided terms.
24.

In a component effort to deny access to counsel for a Lawyer review, the Hilton staff

denied the Plaintiff’s request to come back the next day, where in such time a Lawyer could have
been consulted.
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POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
25.

Plaintiffs were not given any Public Offering Statement or time to review such statement

prior to sales discussions with Hilton staff, nor prior to the contract signing.
26.

Plaintiffs were never informed there was a Rescission clause in the Contract. Plaintiffs’

attempt to cancel the contract just days after the signing, but they were rejected by Defendant
Hilton as being “too late” to qualify.
27.

However, the Plaintiffs mailed the cancellation notice and that was thought to be

postmarked within the five (5) days mandated by law, but the Defendant said because of the
Holiday weekend it got there too late to qualify and denied the cancellation.
28.

Later on, Plaintiffs called the department that is supposed to do buybacks, and they just

tried to get them to pay-off the mortgage by falsely promising they will get $1,500 to $2,000
through their resale if they do.
Successor Liability
29.

Hilton representatives never explained what would happen to Plaintiffs’ timeshare after

Plaintiffs’ death.
30.

Having been told by Defendant Hilton’s staff that this was an asset beneficial for

Plaintiffs’ entire family, Plaintiffs signed with the belief that the resort would take possession of
the timeshare.
31.

Plaintiffs signed with no idea the timeshare Contract would automatically bind their

children and future generations of their family to ever-increasing annual maintenance fee debt
due to the “successors” clause.
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32.

Had Plaintiffs been informed about this vital term of the Contract at the point-of-sale,

Plaintiffs would not have signed the agreement.
Cost per Use
33.

The points with high-interest, rising maintenance and other fees, could cost the Plaintiffs

roughly $45,000 in 10 years to stay in accommodations that are significantly inferior to those
described by Hilton representatives at the time the Contract that was signed (see 3-10 above).
34.

Since they have not been able to use it 2 years even if they booked in the 3rd year, it

would be inferior to the promised vacations, and it would have cost for only a few uses in 10
years, about $15,000 per use week.
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Horace & Barbara Huntley
1.

Horace and Barbara Huntley (collectively, “the Huntleys” or “Plaintiffs”) entered into

timeshare agreement in 2016 when Hilton representatives promised it was a valuable
“investment” which would serve as a gainful “tax deduction” and provide excellent discount
rates on airfare, cruises, and vacations.
2.

The Huntleys were avid travelers at the time and believed it when Hilton representatives

claimed the timeshare would save money and serve as an “asset” for the Huntleys two children.
Sales Presentation
3.

The Huntleys sat through a nearly 4-hour presentation before signing the Contract.

4.

Plaintiffs related to the Hilton representatives who were similar in age to Plaintiffs’

children, leading them to trust the statements made by Hilton’s staff. The sales representative
told Plaintiffs that “he would do this for his parent,” so Plaintiffs were comfortable knowing it
was a sound investment.
Contract Signing
5.

A non-lawyer Hilton employee summarized the contract terms for Plaintiffs, failing to

provide an opportunity for the Plaintiffs to review the terms in detail. Hilton representatives told
Plaintiffs that the points were enough to travel for at least one week every year and could be
resold for a substantial return.
6.

Plaintiffs were told they “couldn’t lose money” on this offer and could deduct timeshare

costs from their taxes, and that was a good tax break they could take advantage of to save money
on the Plaintiffs’ IRS taxes.
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Maintenance Fees
7.

Plaintiffs were told maintenance fees for their first year of ownership would be $300 or

less, but later received a bill for the entire annual maintenance fee after signing, which was a
$1,000 deception.
8.

Hilton staff never disclosed to Plaintiff that maintenance fees, $1,300 annually at the time

of signing, could increase every year.
Points Use
9.

Hilton representatives described the timeshare to Plaintiffs as a “deed” to 1-week of

vacation per year.
10.

Plaintiffs were told their ownership of the timeshare would include discounts on airfare

and cruises, along with the annual vacation savings.
Points Value
11.

Plaintiffs did not discover the actual value of their points until much later, and it was,

contrary to what they had been told by Hilton representatives.
12.

Plaintiffs were not informed their interest rate would nearly double what they had thought

was the cost of the points.
13.

The high costs and misrepresentations of Hilton staff have prevented Plaintiffs from

making use of their timeshare, as the same or better travel rates are available to non-owners (i.e.
the general public, online and elsewhere, including booking direct), and these deceptions are
further damaging because Plaintiff was informed that they could make yearly income to offset
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costs by renting the timeshare in the years they weren’t using it, however, the booking costs and
limitations that prevented the Plaintiffs from trying to book, also show that rental profits as
promised by Defendant Hilton’s staff were not practicable.
Not Real Property
14.

Plaintiffs relied on Hilton staff’s representations of the timeshare as a valuable

“investment” which could be resold and was worth at least as much as what Plaintiffs paid.
15.

Plaintiffs did not discover until later that their interest is not “tax deductible” in the way

Hilton staff had promised.
16.

After looking into resale, Plaintiffs discovered timeshare interests similar to theirs for

sale on eBay for $1, and still not selling.
17.

Plaintiff had relied on representations made by Hilton staff, leading them to believe the

timeshare would be a “profitable” investment in deeded property.
POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
18.

Hilton staff did not provide Plaintiffs with any Public Offering Statement or time to

review such statement prior to discussions with Hilton sales representatives regarding the
timeshare, nor prior to the contract signing with time to review it contents.
19.

Plaintiffs were never informed there was a Rescission clause in the Contract.

Successor Liability
20.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs this Hilton deeded property was “an asset to pass

on” to Plaintiffs’ children, and they could “choose” who to give it to.
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21.

Hilton representatives sold the timeshare to Plaintiffs as a valuable deed to property that

would hold value and could be profitably rented or sold, instead of the form of debt obligation it
actually is, that would someday transfer to Plaintiffs’ “successors” in interest, as per Contract.
22.

Plaintiffs relied on the representations made by Defendant Hilton’s staff. Hilton staff’s

lack of disclosure left Plaintiffs with no idea the Contract would automatically bind their children
and future generations of their family to increasing maintenance fees under the “successors”
clause.
23.

Hilton staff would not have obtained Plaintiffs’ agreement if there had been open

disclosure at the point-of sale of the effect this vital contract term would have upon the same
“children” (joint & several liability) that Defendant’s staff says “could” optionally inherit such a
great asset.
Cost per Use
24.

The points cost Plaintiffs about $8,000 per year for 1-week of vacation, but the promised

savings and investment value have never become a reality (see 10 & 13 above).
25.

On the grand scale, this is roughly $80,000 over 10 year, of high-interest and rising

maintenance fees, for 1 week a year, and a big hassle to book that 1 week, maybe as much as 11
months out or with very limited resort availability.
26.

As a result, owners like the Plaintiffs receive all this hassle and inferior grade rooms for

what is online for extremely less money than owners at Hilton are forced to pay (over $1,000 a
night for mediocrity).
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Vicki & Crystal Jenkins
1.

Vicki (mom) and Crystal (daughter) Jenkins (collectively, “the Jenkins” or “Plaintiffs”)

signed this contract after being told it was a “profitable investment” which also guaranteed
vacations, anytime, as described by Defendant’s predecessor in interest. This purchase was
through Westgate Resorts, Ltd. L.P., which is the predecessor corporation to this particular
timeshare set of units in Las Vegas, Nevada where this Mother and Daughter were on vacation
and approached while walking on the Strip and were offered free tickets and a dinner for a short
presentation about a wonderful resort, “Planet Hollywood”.
2.

The Jenkins had an irregular income at the time that was disclosed to Hilton staff, which

the representatives used as leverage when describing the timeshare as a sound investment that
had a way to make extra income, which loosened up the Plaintiff’s resistance at the thought of
making reliable rental income.
Sales Presentation
3.

The Jenkins sat with sales representatives throughout the nearly 3-hour presentation

before the rapid signing of the Contract.
4.

The resort representative who spoke with Plaintiffs claimed to be a timeshare owner who

used rental profits as a “second income.”
Contract Signing
5.

During the nearly 3-hours dual salesman presentation (2 reps), and during the signing,

resort representatives described the Contract to Plaintiffs as an opportunity to benefit from
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discounted prices on “unlimited weeks” which would allow Plaintiffs to profit from renting out
their interest year-round.
6.

Plaintiffs were told, as owners, they would be entitled to book entire weeks for just $99

and rent them to friends and family, or even to the public as the reps did, for a profit.
7.

After a nearly 3-hour sales-oriented presentation, the Contract signing which had all legal

terms, duties and obligations contained within it, was reviewed and signed in just a matter of
seconds per document section with an instruction to initial or sign.
8.

Plaintiffs were rapidly told what pages of legal terms actually meant, and then a quick

signature and an immediate removal of that document and another document page comes in.
9.

The Hilton reps controlled the entire process of paper shuffling that was coordinated with

a choregraphed between the Sales rep and the Closing rep.
Points Use
10.

When questions were asked about contract terms, the Sales rep would just talk over it

about all the great [promised] benefits of ownership.
Maintenance Fees
11.

Plaintiffs were never informed that maintenance fees could increase over time.

12.

Plaintiffs were told their timeshare ownership would only cost $14,000 for 1-week

vacation every year, including the ability to book an unlimited number of weeks for just $99 per
week (called by reps “$99 unlimited weeks”).
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13.

Specifically, the Plaintiffs were told that 1-week stays in a one-bedroom would only cost

them $99 total, allowing Plaintiffs to turn around and rent it out for $99 per night (or more) to
non-owners, for a profit of $594 (or more).
Points Value
14.

The actual Hilton rule is that the owner must be present to even book for family or for a

friend, thus these rentals were known to be impracticable.
15.

One of the Hilton sales reps told his story about a friend he had who rented his timeshare

to for Spring Break at $99 a night.
16.

Then he said he could rent a studio for $99, a 1 bedroom for $149 and a 2 bedroom for

$249, and what the room sells for over that price is up to the owner.
17.

The Hilton rep said that Vicki Jenkins could get a 2 bedroom for herself for just $249 and

she inquired about the ability to book rooms for that in places she wanted, and the Hilton rep told
her that, it is no issue because you own that and can book anytime.
18.

Plaintiffs did not discover until later that it was impossible to book “unlimited” weeks for

only $99 per week (this program did not exist).
19.

Plaintiffs were later told by resort representatives that their “partial week” could not be

used traded for vacations in the same way a “full week” could, effectively preventing Plaintiffs
from booking the vacations described at the point-of-sale.
20.

The high costs of the timeshare, combined with the inability to cover costs with rental

profits as resort staff had promised, have prevented Plaintiffs from make any use of their
timeshare to date.
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Not Real Property
21.

Plaintiffs were told that this was real estate owned n Planet Hollywood, and would be

easy to sell, if necessary.
22.

And before selling the timeshare, Hilton representatives claimed Plaintiffs would make

money from renting out their “property interest” ($594 per week, to make good income or more),
then large profits later when they sell.
23.

Plaintiffs were susceptible to Hilton staff’s promises of a steady second income, so they

viewed the $14,000 price tag as a profitable investment.
24.

Sales representatives claimed this was a “foreclosed” property that had been previously

owned, telling the Plaintiffs were buying into property below market-value and with built-in
equity.
POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
25.

Plaintiffs were not given a Public Offering Statement or the time to review any such

statement prior to discussions with sales representatives regarding the timeshare, nor prior to the
contract signing.
26.

Plaintiff’s tried to cancel within the statutory period, but were unlawfully told by the

resort staff that they could not do that because it is “deeded property”.
27.

It is arguable that the right stills exists where it was unlawfully denied.
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Successor Liability
28.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs the timeshare was a valuable asset that “could” be

given to children in your Will.
29.

Plaintiffs had been sold on the idea that this was a profitable investment in deeded

property, relying on statements made by resort representatives.
30.

Plaintiffs were never informed this timeshare constituted a debt obligation which would

automatically bind their children and future generations of their family under the “successors”
clause of the Contract.
31.

Plaintiffs would not have entered into this agreement if they had been informed about the

effect it would have on their family.
Contract Start Date
32.

Although the first mortgage payment was due in 30-days back in 2012, the Plaintiffs

were restricted from Use Rights for the first year, which was followed by paperwork delays for
many months, until a year later in “2014” which was the first time the Plaintiffs could be eligible
to even book, only to find out that it takes almost another year to actually get use.
33.

As a consequence, the first arguable date of the Contract, due to a complete unilateral

breach of preexisting duties, would be 2015.
34.

And 2015 could be argued could be argued is executed to 2018 under the statutory

Rescission arguments herein presented for good faith application of legal protections for
consumers who have been denied fundamental protections by means of deceit (see 26-27 above).
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Value & Resale
35.

Reps said it would be easy to sell because Planet Hollywood was new and right on the

strip (most other new facilities were off the Strip).
36.

Plaintiffs were told they bought a “foreclosed” piece of deeded property at a bargain

because it was paid down by the previous owner.
37.

Plaintiffs were told it was an “investment opportunity” for income now and big sales

profit someday, or if needed, it was low priced deeded property (because of the foreclosure), so
they could just sell it anytime for more than they bought it for.
38.

The income return and sales returns falsely induced a sale, but it is doubtful a bilateral

contract with mutual duty fulfillment, ever existed with the resort’s absence of performance.
39.

Plaintiffs were told that the resort will sell it for you if needed, or the owner could easily

re-sell this valuable deeded interest in Planet Hollywood.
Cost per Use
40.

Plaintiff would be obligated to spend roughly $35,000 in 10 years of high interest and

rising fees for use that was denied for 4 years (2012 through 2015) in a timeshare that has never
been used at all.
41.

If the Plaintiffs had successfully booked in the first possible year to actually stay at a

resort or a hotel (2015), that would have been one use in four years, or 2.5 uses in 10 years at the
use rate, which amounts to $14,000 per week for an average resort or hotel room.
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Diane E. Levine
1.

Diane E. Levine (hereinafter “Plaintiff”) signed an upgraded contract in 2016 after

Defendant Hilton representatives convinced her she could have benefits she was previously
promised but she was not able to obtain with her original Hilton timeshare purchase that she was
paying tens of thousands of dollars for on a high-interest mortgage.
2

The Hilton upgrade contract caused her to add an additional $10,990. Plaintiff already

had an existing $37,521 mortgage, but an upgrade contract was now required for an additional
10,000 points to obtain the promised use rights and amenities.
Owners Meeting
3.

Plaintiff was in Las Vegas to rest after having been diagnosed with a life-threatening

illness, when she was invited to an Owners Meeting, which was to last about 45 minutes. She
was alone and just trying to rest, but did have a genuine problem obtaining bookings as
promised, so she decided to attend.
4.

Plaintiff attended the Owners Meeting to resolve her dissatisfaction with her existing

timeshare because that she could not use as it promised, but ended up in an 8-hour upgrade sales
presentation.
5.

Hilton’s sales representative told Plaintiff that she must purchase more points for Elite

membership, where she would not have to pay fees for anything, just maintenance fees; and
additionally, as an Elite member she would have no problem booking.
6.

Plaintiff was told that being upgraded to the Elite membership meant even more than no

booking fees, she was also guaranteed to get available timeslots at resorts she desired.
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7.

The sales representatives told Plaintiff that they all had top level memberships, so that the

Hilton reps never paid fees for anything.
8.

The Plaintiff was also promised 7000 bonus points after making 6 months of mortgage

payments as an inducement to the approximately $11,000 upgrade.
Contract Signing
9.

During the 8-hour ordeal, Plaintiff requested food for lunch but was refused, and despite

the 8 hours spent in sales, Hilton’s Contract that defined true use rights and full obligations such
as Generational obligations, was quickly summarized with broad analysis of the contract terms.
Signatures were obtained in a matter of minutes by this Hilton staff member and she avoided
explanation of many of the important contract terms and associated obligations contained within
the Hilton Contract
10.

These contract terms, whether deceitfully explained, or concealed altogether to avoid

detection, were directly contrary to promises made by Hilton reps to attain acquiescence to
Defendant Hilton’s Contract.
11.

Plaintiff was told the offer was a great deal that was available only that day so she must

sign that day (details in 13 below).
12.

Plaintiff was rushed into signing the Contract, and unable to absorb anything or to

understand terminology rapidly explained by the Hilton closing rep., and because of tactics used
by the closer and the fact that the Plaintiff was physically tired, hungry (denied lunch), and
mentally exhausted after the 8-hour presentation, she was unaware of what she was signing and
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so drained to the point where when it was finished she just completely fell asleep in the room
while she was supposed to be out having a nice vacation.
Points Use
13.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiff by converting to “Hilton Honor Points” she could use

her points at Hilton Grand Vacation Club all over the country. Hilton staff concocted a story of a
“spin off” date where Hilton would be involved with huge corporations and thus a conversion to
Hilton Honors Points by means of the upgrade was necessary right away.
14.

The “spin off” was going to create increased access specifically designed for Honors

Point Members, including Members access to “upper floors” in luxury resorts and highly desired
metropolitan hotels.
15.

The sales representative further told Plaintiff that the rooms available to her would be

special amenity rooms, with special food, drinks, and service exclusivity.
16.

Also, Hilton would provide its Honor Points Members with Club Counselors to assist in

booking trips for ease and convenience, but in application, the Hilton Club Counselors are never
available after repeated attempts.
Points Value and Use
17.

Plaintiff later discovered that the timeshare she purchased did not have the valuation that

was promised when she tried to book a trip.
18.

Plaintiff was not able to find availability any Hilton Grand Vacation Club anywhere

when she tried to book.
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19.

Plaintiff tried to book a trip to Washington and called every 30 days and was consistently,

despite exhaustive efforts, she was told there were no availability. Plaintiff was then later told by
the staff in the Washington hotel that it is not a new popular Club destination like she had been
told was the reason for not having it booking availability trouble.
Unilateral Cancelation and Wire Fraud Charge
20.

Plaintiff booked and paid for a hotel in Philadelphia using her Hilton Honors Points;

however, when she arrived the hotel did not have her room available for her and said she would
have to find other arrangements in the freezing cold weather.
21.

Plaintiff was told that important people needed the room and therefore she would have to

book elsewhere with no offer of assistance or transportation, and she called Hilton but they said
they could not help her either.
22.

She left her bags in the hotel to try and check in somewhere else. When she returned her

all of her bags were gone.
23.

She had paid for the room with her points, but they still wouldn’t give her the room she

booked and now her belongings were stolen, so she threatened to call the police and then they
finally gave her the room she paid for.
24.

They took her card for any “incidentals” but then the hotel later charged her $3000 dollars

unknown and unauthorized by Plaintiff. This act was unlawful, and it may have RICO Act
implications for Hilton as a co-conspirator. Wire Fraud under 18 USC 1343.
25.

Plaintiff did not have that much credit and it resulted in her card being confiscated when

she tried to use it later on, and what followed could be best described as retaliatory action.
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26.

Plaintiff called the police and reported the card was unlawfully taken, and she was taken

to the police station which was humiliating. She had to prove who she was and had to provide
personal info to American express to verify it was really her.
27.

All this occurred because of the Wire Fraud hold, and despite the fact that Plaintiff had

done nothing wrong and she had to find her way back at night in 4-degree weather after the
police ordeal.
28.

This happened several times over the course of the week, each time there was a new

Hilton charge. When she got back Plaintiff was told there would be an investigation by Hilton,
but nothing happened thereafter.
One Use paid by Points – Upgrade Confinement
29.

The only actual stay using the Hilton Honor Points to pay (vs. $3000 of surreptitious

charges) was the second attempt to stay in Washington (the first failed, see 19 above) at a hotel
in Washington for a job interview, where Defendants’ staff attempted to sell the Plaintiff another
upgrade after she said that she was dissatisfied with her booking situation.
30.

Plaintiff continuously declined and attempted to leave the presentation room, but this

woman’s path was physically blocked when she was trying to leave.
31.

Because the Plaintiff is not a brute and maintained decorum, it took her 2 hours to get out

without a physical confrontation.
32.

Hilton reps were telling the Plaintiff that she needed to upgrade to get the proper use of

her points (promised before), and that she could do this by refinancing her home pay to pay for
the increased mortgage payments charged for the upgrade.
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Quality of Room Assigned
33.

Hilton representatives at the point-of-sale told the Plaintiff that she would get special

rooms and services with her Elite membership bookings.
34.

However, the rooms and services Plaintiff received were no different, and she confirmed

this with a staff member who showed her the other, regular rooms in the facility and it was
discovered they were basically the same room.
35.

Only 1 of 3 elevators even worked where the Plaintiff stayed, and this was not a luxury

facility, nor were there extra services which was confirmed by having the same Hilton staff
person at the hotel, look into the room to see if there were any special notifications for “Elite”
status, but it was just a normal room and normal services.
Not Real Property
36.

Plaintiff was given a document entitled “Deed of Trust” that is used to make statements

about market value, appreciation and asset worth, in order deceive the purchasers to enter into
the timeshare contract.
37.

Hilton’s sales representative told Plaintiff the timeshare was valuable, and it was

increasing in value as they were speaking, and everyone would want this, so at any time she
could sell, and for a bigger profit if she waits.
38.

Much later, Plaintiff did some research on selling the timeshare and discovered it was

unmarketable.
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POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
39.

Plaintiff was not provided a Public Offering Statement or the time to review any such

statement prior to the sales discussions with Hilton staff, nor prior to the contract signing.
40.

Hilton’s employees failed to disclose to Plaintiff that she a right to cancel her contract

under the rescission period. Plaintiff first learned about the rescission period after speaking to an
attorney more recently.
Successor Liability
41.

The sales representative told Plaintiff that her family could inherit this very valuable

asset. Hilton’s rep. told the Plaintiff it was an option to leave the timeshare to one of her family
members in a Will someday, and Plaintiff would want to because it was so valuable.
42.

Defendant’s sales representative failed to disclose to Plaintiff that her children and their

progeny (i.e. the successors in interest under the Contract) would all be jointly and severally
liable and thus forced to assume rising maintenance fees into perpetuity.
Maintenance Fees
43.

Defendant’s employees told Plaintiff the maintenance fees would never go up; however,

the maintenance fees have increased every year and the fees in totality are uncapped.
Cost per Use
44.

Plaintiff paid $10,990 for the upgrade. Her mortgage payments on the initial contract

$571 per month, with $879 due annually in maintenance fees. To date because of the use
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restrictions, limitations and conduct of the Defendant (see 13-35 above, including Wire Fraud),
the Plaintiff has only been able to book and pay for a room 1 time for 1 week.
45.

This amounts to paying roughly $80,000 in 10 years for a timeshare that Plaintiff has

been able to use only once so far in 3 years, and that makes only about 3 uses over 10 years, or
approximately $25,000 per use.
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Richard Soltis and Terri Soltis
1.

Richard Soltis and Terri Soltis (hereinafter “Plaintiffs”) signed their most recent

upgraded timeshare contract in June 2017 (2 months after the previous upgrade) after
Defendant’s sales representatives convinced them their previous upgrade was a bad deal.
2.

The upgrade added in additional $25,000 to the Plaintiffs’ mortgage.

Owners Meeting
3.

Plaintiffs were vacationing in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina when they were invited to an

information meeting and to tour the new facility Hilton had built.
4.

Plaintiffs were promised a discount on their stay for attending the 45 minutes to an 1 hour

meeting.
5.

The informational meeting ended up being a 4-hour upgrade sales presentation in which

Hilton’s sales representatives convinced the Plaintiffs that there previous upgrade in April 2017
was a bad deal and the Plaintiffs could get a much better upgrade for just “a few bucks more.”
6.

The sales representative in Myrtle Beach, Michael Helms, “badmouthed” the

representatives at the Elara (Las Vegas), where the Plaintiffs purchased their previous upgrade
and the Myrtle Beach representative said the Elara sales representatives scammed them and they
were improper in their sales tactics.
7.

Terri Soltis was so upset by what Michael said that she cried she was convinced that the

Elara representatives had taken advantage of them. Michael had gained their trust with this tactic
as an advocate to straighten out the problems that occurred in Las Vegas.
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Contract Signing
8.

After sitting through the 4-hour presentation, the Plaintiffs were exhausted and at their

breaking point.
9.

The Hilton representatives took advantage. They summarized the contract stating “this is

basic stuff, standard stuff, just sign here.” The representative pointed and the Plaintiffs signed.
10.

When the Plaintiffs asked to take the contract to review, the representative reassured

them the contract was standard.
11.

In their summarization of the contract, the Hilton sales representatives skipped over the

grand total the Plaintiffs would owe with interest (concealment of interest rate).
12.

The sales representatives told the Plaintiffs there would be no closing cost since they

have just upgraded in April. Plaintiffs were subsequently billed for a new closing cost fee. The
Plaintiffs called Michael about the additional closing cost but he never returned their calls.
13.

The sales representative told the Plaintiffs this was a limited time offer at this price and

bonus points were available for that day. If they left without signing, they lose the deal and
forfeit their bonus points.
14.

The sales representative that came down on the price for the Plaintiffs by $7,000, had told

the Plaintiffs he’s never seen anyone get elite membership and this many points for less than
$100,000.
Points Use
15.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs by upgrading to Elite, it would be easier to book
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16.

The sales representative convinced the Plaintiffs that Hilton had hotel buildings all over

the world and they would be able to travel anywhere.
Points Value
17.

Plaintiffs later discovered that the Elite membership they purchased was worthless.

18.

When the Plaintiffs tried to book, there were no availability. They had to settle for Myrtle

Beach, South Carolina because Hilton Head, where they wanted to go had zero availability.
19.

Even when they called the said they were elite members, there was no availability.

20.

As a result, Plaintiffs had to use third party sites (Airbnb) to book rooms for their

vacations, despite Michael telling them he would personally help them.
Not Real Property
21.

Hilton representatives told the Plaintiffs that Hilton just bought Elara and the Plaintiffs

would own property on the strip, the heart of Las Vegas.
22.

The sales representative told the Plaintiffs were buying a “deed of property” with title.

The sale representative never said they were buying a timeshare.
23.

The sales representative convinced the Plaintiffs this was a real estate situation, not a

traditional timeshare. The representatives told the Plaintiffs they would own some actual
property.
24.

The sales representative told the Plaintiffs the property would go up in value, and that

there are only so many rooms at the Elara, that they would own their own room, and it will go up
in value and can be resold.
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25.

The Plaintiffs asked if this was real estate and investment. Specifically, the Plaintiffs

were told would only go up in value because it is real estate. That they could not lose investing in
real estate
26.

The sales representative told the Plaintiff they could sell the property for profit in the

future.
Buyback
27.

The sales representative told the Plaintiffs Hilton would buy it back. Plaintiffs later

learned this was deceitful.
28.

Plaintiffs called customer service about selling the timeshare back to Hilton. Customer

service representative told they it was valued at $5,000 and Hilton would buy it back for $5,000.
29.

After purchasing the timeshare from Hilton for $90,000 with promises it would increase

in value, Hilton’s representative was now telling Plaintiffs it was worth only $5,000 for the selfserving reason of an $85,000 pay-off from a disgruntled owner.
POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
30.

Plaintiff was not provided a Public Offering Statement or the time to review any such

statement prior to the sales discussions with Hilton staff, nor prior to the contract signing.
31.

Hilton’s sales representatives failed to disclose and review the Rescission clause with the

Plaintiffs.
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Successor Liability
32.

Hilton representatives failed to inform Plaintiff that signing the contract could result in

passing debt on to their children and grandchildren.
33.

The sales representative told the Plaintiffs they “could” pass it on to their children and it

was something valuable they could put in a Will to their children.
34.

Plaintiffs would not have signed if the successor liability term of the contract had been

disclosed, as Plaintiffs would not have knowingly created financial liability for their children.
Rental Income
35.

The sales representatives convinced Plaintiffs they would rent out their unit and make a

profit.
36.

One of the Las Vegas sales representatives, Marvin, told the Plaintiffs he rents out his

units out at peak times, such as New Year’s Eve in New York and big fights in Las Vegas.
37.

Defendants representative said he sells the rental through VRBO and Craigslist.

38.

Plaintiffs were told that they could make enough money to pay their mortgage and fees

and make a small profit too.
39.

One of the Defendant’s representatives when asked for more info by Plaintiff, said

abruptly that Hilton doesn’t sanction making profits that way, and then quickly changed the
subject.
40.

Plaintiffs tried searching for booking at peak times in New York City and could not find

anything.
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Cost per Use
41.

The mortgage balance on Plaintiffs’ mortgage is $70,000, with $2,100 due annually in

maintenance fees.
42.

This amounts to roughly $160,000 in 10 years for a timeshare that the Plaintiffs have

used twice.
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Randall Talkington and Colleen Talkington
1.

Randall Talkington and Colleen Talkington (hereinafter, “The Talkingtons” or

“Plaintiffs”) entered into a timeshare contract in 2016 after Defendant’s sales representatives
convinced them it was an “investment” that would increase in value.
2.

The Talkingtons were staying in Hilton while vacationing in Las Vegas when they were

picked up at their hotel and taken to sales presentation at a different location in order to receive a
discount on their hotel stay.
Sales Presentation
3.

The Plaintiffs sat through a 5-hour long and high-pressured sales presentation where they

had been picked up at their hotel and brought and held at Hilton’s will for 5 hours.
4.

The Talkingtons initially said no; however, a Hilton manager came in and offered them a

brand new deal that just became available.
5.

The sales representatives told Plaintiffs they could not leave the room or the deal would

change. The Plaintiffs would lose their “gold status” points for leaving.
Contract Signing
6.

Plaintiffs met with a closing agent for the contract signing.

7.

The closing agent did a brief overview of the clauses and generally guided them through

the contract, avoiding explanation of important contract terms.
8.

The signing process took about 15-20 minutes.
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9.

Plaintiffs were distracted because Colleen had learned earlier she may have Lupus.

Points Use
10.

The sales representative told the Plaintiffs they could book anywhere, anytime and that it

would be easy to book.
11.

Hilton representatives showed Plaintiffs a book with vacation destinations and told them

they could go to Seattle and Scotland.
12.

The sales representative explained to Plaintiffs that the resort was reserved for owners

and the units were not available to the public.
Points Value
13.

Plaintiffs later discovered that the sales representatives lied to them and they could not

use the timeshare as promised.
14.

The timeshare is very hard to book and is virtually useless. The could not find availability

to the locations they wanted. There was nothing in Texas, New Mexico, Arkansas, or Oklahoma.
15.

The Plaintiffs were only able to book a trip by making a 5th state selection to Colorado;

however, the they had to use most of their points for booking this one room for a week.
Buyback
16.

Hilton’s employee explained to the Plaintiffs had purchased an investment in Hilton

property that will increase in value, so Hilton will buy the timeshare back if they wanted it off
their hands.
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17.

Plaintiffs called about selling the timeshare back to the resort; however, their calls have

not been returned.
Maintenance Fee Overcharge
18.

even though Plaintiffs had paid $1320 in maintenance fees in their first year from March

2016, Hilton made them feel delinquent.
19.

In May or June 2017, the Plaintiffs were sent what is thought to be a phantom

delinquency bill of a maintenance fee for an “annual” payment of $1370 (increase, unknown this
could happen), which Hilton now timed in January.
Not Real Property
20.

Hilton representatives described the timeshare as “real estate” and told the Plaintiffs they

would have a Deed of Trust, immediately at the closing of escrow that day.
21.

However, despite such terms they basically have a points usage contract.

POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
22.

Plaintiffs were not provided a Public Offering Statement or the time to review any such

statement prior to the sales discussions with Hilton staff, nor prior to the contract signing.
23.

Plaintiffs recalls hundreds of pages and the sales representative said that California

requires the resort gives them out, and said you don’t want this (jokingly), and then he threw
them in the trash.
24.

Hilton’s sales representatives failed to disclose and review the Rescission clause with the

Plaintiffs.
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Successor Liability
25.

Hilton’s representatives told the Plaintiffs they could pass the timeshare down to their

kids as they chose.
26.

The sales representatives explained to Plaintiffs that the timeshare could go to their

children and they’d be lucky to have it.
27.

Plaintiffs were not given any information prior to signing that would indicate the

Contract could bind their children with perpetually increasing debt.
28.

Plaintiffs would not have signed if the successor liability term of the contract had been

disclosed, as Plaintiffs would not want to place this burden on their children.

Cost per Use
29.

Plaintiffs pay $393 per month toward the timeshare high-interest mortgage. To date,

Plaintiffs have used the timeshare once.
30.

This, along with rising maintenance fees, amounts to roughly $60,000 in 10 years for a

timeshare that cannot be used as promised due to Defendant Hilton’s lack of availability and
cannot be sold because it has no resale value.
31.

Given 1 use in 3 years, and the $60,000 in terms of total costs, perhaps $15,000 to

$20,000 per week is the estimated cost of future vacations that is roughly 10 times or 1000%
higher than normal booking rates, like Expedia et al.
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Pilsun Johnson and Rhodalynn Vitales Johnson
1.

Pilsun Johnson and Rhodalynn Vitales Johnson (the “Plaintiffs”) entered into their

contract many years ago after Defendant Hilton’s representatives told them they could save
money on vacations and the maintenance would decrease to $0.00 over time, however, in recent
years they have discovered mistruths like value and resale, as well as the 2018 discovery of
successor liability.
Sales Presentation
2.

The Plaintiffs attended a high-pressured sales presentation for 4 hours during which they

were convinced to purchase a timeshare.
3.

When Plaintiffs told the sales representative they could not afford to purchase at the

resort where the presentation was being held, the sales representative offered them a particular
week at a different resort which would be less expensive (half the price).
4.

The sales representative told the Plaintiffs this was a “buyback” of previously sold

inventory with all the same benefits for less cost. The Plaintiffs were repeatedly told that this
buyback was a great deal, but they had to buy it that day.
Contract Signing
5.

Defendant Hilton’s representative did not give the Plaintiffs an opportunity to read the

Contract prior to signing. The representative pointed out to the Plaintiff where to sign the
Contract, and despite 4 hours of sales, the signing of a huge amount of documents that formed all
the use terms and obligations Plaintiffs would owe, took only a matter of minutes for the rapid
review and signing.
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Maintenance Fees
6.

The sales representative told the Plaintiffs that the maintenance fees would be reduced

annually and would eventually go down to $0.00. In reality, the Plaintiffs’ maintenance fees
continually went up every year, and shall continue to rise for the Plaintiffs’ lives and beyond
(successorship).
Points Use
7.

Plaintiffs were told they would save money on their vacations (vs. online), and they were

promised one week every year, both of which proved to be untrue.
8.

The sales representative told the Plaintiffs they could show up anytime throughout the

year and use the resort facilities (e.g. gym and pool), which was patently untrue.
Points Value
9.

Plaintiffs later learned that there were no benefits to being a Hilton “owner”.

10.

The Plaintiffs could not book a week as promised and were not able to save money on

their vacations (see ¶ 21-22 herein showing it has cost $12,500 per week).
Not Real Property
11.

Hilton representatives told the Plaintiffs the timeshare was “deeded property” and it was

more valuable than a non-deeded timeshare, however, the quasi-Deed document does not
constitute a real property sale and it merely provides “points” that are inadequate to book the
vacations promised at the point-of-sale.
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Rental Income
12.

The sales representative told the Plaintiffs they could rent out their timeshare for

thousands of dollars and would make their money back for the mortgage and fees, and allow the
Plaintiffs make a profit.
13.

Plaintiffs later learned if they do rent out their timeshare, the resort takes a huge cut,

which prevents it from making their mortgage & fees money, and certainly would not be
profitable. Furthermore, the Plaintiffs would encounter difficulty booking (only two uses could
be booked in about a decade) making renting impractical.
Resale Value
14.

Defendant’s representative told the Plaintiffs they were getting the timeshare previously

owned “buyback” for half-price and they could easily sell it profitably for more money.
15.

Plaintiffs tried to sell the timeshare and listed for $15,000, what they believed it was

worth based on what Hilton’s representatives told them. The timeshare did not sell.
POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
16.

Plaintiffs were not provided any Public Offering Statement prior to discussions with

Hilton sales representatives, nor prior to the contract signing.
17.

Plaintiffs do not remember Hilton’s staff disclosing the rescission clause of the contract

to them, and the rapid closing (“sign here” and “initial here”) did not permit any time for review,
where the artful Hilton Closer skillfully avoided any bad news for the purchasers or problematic
disclosures for Hilton.
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Successor Liability
18.

Plaintiffs were told the timeshare would go to their descendants and that it was a valuable

deeded property that would allow their children to enjoy it after the Plaintiffs were gone
(recalling the maintenance fees would be “$0.00”, see ¶ 1 & 6 above).
19.

Plaintiffs were not informed at all about the “successors” clause of the Contract that

would automatically bind their children and their children’s children… (generationally) with
ever-increasing maintenance fees, which has only been recently discovered through the
Plaintiffs’ Legal Counsel in 2018.
20.

Plaintiffs absolutely would not have signed if this fundamental clause had been

mentioned by Hilton staff at the point-of-sale.
Cost per Use
21.

The timeshare with inherent rising maintenance fees, high interest, and hidden costs, has

cost Plaintiffs roughly $25,000 over 10 years.
22.

That means the Plaintiffs’ 2 uses cost them on average $12,500 per use.
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Pamela Taylor and Keith Sutton
1.

Pamela Taylor and Keith Sutton (hereinafter “Plaintiffs”) signed their most recent

upgraded timeshare contract in 2017 after Defendant’s representatives convinced them that
Hilton would lower their maintenance fees and the maintenance fees would be capped so they
would never again go up.
2.

The plaintiffs’ upgrade did not result in more points, just the maintenance fee freeze.

Rather, the Plaintiffs ended up with a new credit card for the $3,000 down payment, and $20,000
increased ($200 per month) on their mortgage (to $64,000).
Owners Meeting
3.

Plaintiffs were staying at the Elara in Las Vegas because Pamela Taylor had a business

conference, when they were convinced to attend an Owners Meeting in order to receive cheaper
rates without using their points.
4.

The presentation took 3 hours, not the 1 hour the Hilton staff stated, and Plaintiffs were

very hungry and recall asking for aspirin.
5.

Hilton’s sales representatives drew graphs to show Plaintiffs how much they would save.

6.

The sales representatives promised the Plaintiffs that the reduced maintenance fees would

offset the increase in costs (see 2 above).
7.

The sales representatives told the Plaintiff this was a one-time offer and a limited deal,

and that this was a custom upgrade just for the Plaintiffs.
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Contract Signing
8.

Hilton’s employee quickly summarized the contract and told Plaintiffs where to sign.

9.

Plaintiffs’ were given brief answers to their questions without much explanation of the

contract they were signing, just the central theme of maintenance fee freeze, which was
important to the Plaintiffs who had seen their old fee around 2001 double and then that rate $640
escalating to over $1,300 by 2017.
10.

Plaintiffs were not able to leave the room to review the contract or have the opportunity

to consult with an attorney prior to signing the contract and trusted that the Contract contained
the maintenance fee terms that were verbally described.
Prior Upgrades
11.

Hilton’s sales representatives have convinced the Plaintiffs to upgrade their timeshare

twice.
12.

During the first upgrade in 2016, the Plaintiffs were convinced to pay for a 1-year

program.
13.

For the next upgrade Defendant’s staff told Plaintiffs if they upgrade and paid $200 more

per month (see 2 above), they could use these points and then come back in 2017. If Plaintiffs
had points left over, they would be applied to a new booking.
14.

At the Owners Meeting in 2017, the sales representatives told Plaintiffs they got a terrible

deal and wanted their interest to be linked to Trump Tower in Las Vegas so it would be cheaper
for maintenance fees in a Las Vegas hotel, rather than in Hawaii resort with large grounds,
beaches and swimming pools to maintain.
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Points Use
15.

Hilton representatives told the Plaintiffs they would have no problem getting rooms with

the points in the proper location.
16.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiffs they could stay at any Hilton property because the

La Vegas property (Trump Tower) would have high trading power.
Points Value
17.

Plaintiffs later discovered that they were sold a lie (latent discoveries).

18.

When the Plaintiffs tried to book a vacation, there was no availability. Plaintiffs

discovered that they had no control over the use of their points. They could only schedule 3 days
minimum and there are hidden costs and charges everywhere.
19.

Plaintiffs learned that non-owners received better (upgraded) services than owners did,

and that the property was not exclusive to timeshare owners.
20.

During their stay, Plaintiffs who have paid tens of thousands of dollars and still have over

$100,000 in obligations due, did not receive maid service; however, non-owners who book off
the streets did get maid service.
Not Real Property
21.

Defendant’s sales representative misled Plaintiffs into believing they owned a piece of

property and that the points were a bonus adding flexible vacation booking.
22.

Plaintiffs were told the second upgrade (Trump Tower) would make their property more

valuable for resale purpose.
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Sale of Timeshare/Buyback
23.

The sales representative told the Plaintiffs Hilton would help them sell their timeshare

and it would not be a problem to sell it.
24.

Defendant’s sales representatives told the Plaintiffs the they would even just buy it back

if needed.
POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
25.

Plaintiff was not provided a Public Offering Statement or the time to review any such

statement prior to the sales discussions with Hilton staff, nor prior to the contract signing.
26.

Hilton’s sales representatives failed to disclose the rescission period to the Plaintiffs.

Successor Liability
27.

Hilton’s sales representatives failed to properly disclose the successor liability clause in

the contract to the Plaintiffs.
28. Hilton’s sales representatives led the Plaintiffs to believe the timeshare is free once it is paid
off, and representatives told the Plaintiffs “your kids will get this and they will be happy and can
keep using it.”
29.

Plaintiffs were not given any information prior to signing that would indicate the

Contract could bind their children and their grandchildren for generations to come.
30.

Defendant’s non-lawyer representative convinced the Plaintiffs this was worthy of

placing in a Will and was something valuable that their kids would want.
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31.

Defendant never advised Plaintiffs that those same “kids” were jointly severally liable for

debts under the Hilton Contract.
Cost per Use
32.

With the high interest rate, Plaintiffs $65,000 mortgage will likely balloon to well over

$100,00 in a 10-year period.
33. Plaintiffs’ rising maintenance fees with generational liability coupled with the prior
purchases and current mortgage, means that Plaintiffs will probably pay about $150,000 to payoff this timeshare that they can never do more than a week a year, unless they save points for 2
years when a room cost is measured in tens of thousands of dollars.
34.

This amounts to roughly $150,000 for a timeshare that the Plaintiffs use sparingly (1

hotel in New York in over a decade and nothing else but Las Vegas).
35.

The daily costs on these rooms is in the thousands per night, where the true value is a

little over a hundred dollars to two hundred a night.
36.

And the last $20,000 (which means double with high-interest, and also had $3,000 down

on a high-interest credit card), did not buy even 1 point (nor tens of thousands) for booking
enhancements, but rather was solely focused on ending the escalation of fees, where that
ominous fear alone caused another huge expenditure.
37.

Plaintiffs now live in fear as to whether the Defendant will honor its consitant assurances

and guarantee that the maintenance fees shall be frozen (capped at the prior 2017 rate) for
perpetuity.
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Willie Wade
1.

Willie Wade (hereinafter, “Wade” or “Plaintiff”), a 100% disabled veteran, signed the

contract in 2017 after Defendant Hilton representatives described the timeshare as a great deal
which would allow Plaintiff to travel around the world whenever he wanted.
2.

Wades relied on the representations made by Hilton staff, including claims that the

timeshare would increase in value over time, easy to sell, and he was getting a special deal
because was a veteran and student.
Sales Presentation
3.

Defendant induced Plaintiff into attending a 5-hour presentation by inviting him to stay at

the Elara in Las Vegas for 4 nights at a reduced rate.
4.

Plaintiff was told this sales offer was a one-time deal, so Plaintiff was not given the time

or opportunity to fully understand and consider the terms of the offer.
5.

Defendant’s sales representative he could travel anywhere there is a Hilton Grand

Vacation and Plaintiff could go to Peru, South America, Thailand, Jamaica, Brazil, all over the
world.
Contract Signing
6.

Plaintiff’s contract was summarized to him by a non-lawyer Hilton employee, avoiding

explanation of important contract terms.
7.

During the contract signing process, the Hilton’s employee explained to the Plaintiff how

the timeshare was a great deal.
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8.

The Defendant’s employee told Plaintiff told Plaintiff he would only be paying $300.00

per month and showed him a total price of $18,000.00, not the $36,000.00 it would be after the
interest was paid off.
Points Use
9.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiff he would be able to use this timeshare all over the

world.
10.

The sales representative told Plaintiff it would be easy to book vacations anytime. All

Plaintiff had to do was call or email them whenever he had a date in mind, but later discovery by
Plaintiff shows no availability within 9 months of booking.
Points Value
11.

Plaintiff later discovered that the timeshare could not be used as promised.

12.

When Plaintiff called to book a trip to Jamaica, there were no availability within 9

months.
13.

Plaintiff has been unable to use the timeshare due to the impossibility of booking

vacations in the way promised by Defendant Hilton.
Maintenance Fees
14.

Defendant’s employee told Plaintiff he could trade some of his points for payment

towards the maintenance fees or other bills, which was later discovered as untrue.
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15.

Hilton’s representative led Plaintiff to believe that the maintenance fees would be due

every other year because Plaintiff’s contract was for biannual points; however, the maintenance
fees are due every year.
16.

Plaintiff later discovered he had to pay homeowners dues, which was not disclosed to

him during the sales presentation.
Appreciate in Value
17.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiff the timeshare would go up in value due to its location

in Las Vegas, “the prestigious name of Hilton,” and this was something Plaintiff could easily
sell.
Tax Incentives
18.

Hilton representatives told Plaintiff he could write off the timeshare on his IRS taxes.

POS and Rescission – Improper Disclosures
19.

Plaintiff was not provided a Public Offering Statement or the time to review any such

statement prior to the sales discussions with Hilton staff, nor prior to the contract signing.
20.

Hilton staff did not fully disclose the Rescission clause of the Contract. Plaintiff learned

he had a rescission period which had already expired when he tried to get out.
Successor Liability
21.

Hilton representatives failed to inform Plaintiff that signing this Contract could result in

passing debt on to his kids under the lines of succession.
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22.

Plaintiff was told it was optional, that it was his choice whether to pass it on to his kids.

23.

Hilton staff convinced Plaintiff this was a great thing for his kids, that they can use it to

go anywhere.
24.

Plaintiff was not given any information prior to signing that would indicate the Contract

could bind his kids with perpetually increasing debt.
25.

Plaintiffs would not have signed if the successor liability term of the contract had been

disclosed, as Plaintiff would not have knowingly created financial liability for his kids.
Rental Income
26.

The sales representatives told Plaintiff he could turn a profit by renting his unit.

27.

The sales representative told the Plaintiff he could use the profit from the rental income

to pay fees.
Cost per Use
28.

Plaintiff pays about $5,000per year with $302 per month toward the timeshare mortgage,

and $1500 due annually in maintenance fees. To date, Plaintiff has not been able to use his
timeshare.
29.

Considering the high-interest and rising maintenance fees, this amounts to roughly

$50,000 in 10 years for a timeshare that cannot be used due to Defendant Hilton’s lack of
availability.
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30.

Given the Generational Liability (successor liability to family, 21-25 above) and

unconscionable values associated with use (use: cost ratio, 26-27 above), the Plaintiff herein has
somewhat accurately stated: “Hilton is creating financial slaves.”
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